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Dear Members of the Class of 201 0:

As I look ahead to your graduation day on June 1 2, 201 0, 1 have thought long and carefully about

what I wish to say to you. As you prepare to leave Sandwich High School to embark on the next

exciting chapters of your individual and collective journeys, please know how much you are

cherished and appreciated. You have been a joy to know, and a privilege to serve. Your legacy will

be one of dignity, of respect for one another, and of a true dedication to your school and community.

You have done all that we have asked of you, and more. As seniors, you set the tone for a great

year, which will be defined by your accomplishments and remembered for your goodness. Your

maturity, kindness, and eagerness to do the right thing for others have become cornerstones of

Blue Knight Pride.

When you receive your yearbooks, we will all be together at the Boardwalk, and I will hold dear, as I

do each year, the opportunity to observe seniors truly enjoying one another’s company. You will be

laughing at the photos and admiring the wonderful work that defines the 2010 Lancer. As you turn

each page, take time to experience the confluence of emotions which will define that special picnic

day. You have earned feelings of great pride, knowing you have successfully achieved one of life’s

most celebrated and exciting milestones, in earning your diploma. Don’t be surprised if you are

unsettled by strong waves of nostalgia that will come sweeping over you. While you are undoubtedly

ready and eager to forge ahead to the next chapters of your young lives, many memories of the

past four years will keep coming back, over and over again, throughout senior week. As has been
the case for all those classes preceding yours, those memories will fade over time. However, some
will remain bright and clear for eternity. One of the most unique properties of human nature is the

ability you all have to draw upon your pasts to compose your futures.

My advice to you all is never to lose sight of the wonderful sensibility and sensitivity that guided you

from freshman year to graduation. Those same attributes stand ready to serve as your guideposts

throughout life. As you look through these pages and write messages of indelible gratitude to your

friends and teachers, remember to capture the strength, courage, determination, integrity, and

compassion that have come to define the Class of 2010. You are ready to go and prepared to lead.

The world awaits your considerable talent and anticipated contributions. Thanks for all the sunny

smiles and wonderful energy that you brought to the halls of SHS each day! You had a special way
of making everyone you saw each day feel appreciated. You will be dearly missed and fondly

remembered for the truly good people you are!

With love and respect for each of you.

Ellin Booras

Principal
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Clare Driscoll

Kathi Duffy

Chris Dumas
Kirsten Ermi

Bob Fawcett

Don Franke

Marci Galvin

Meg Gayton

Mark Gilmore

Lonny Gisetto

Kathy Grant

Lou Grimaldi

Genna Guarcello

Chip Hill

Carolyn Hite

Candice Hunt

Erin Jodoin

Johanna Kautman

Mary Kelly

Deb Klicr
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Faculty and Staff

Michael Lavers

Bruce Lawrence

Gary Linehan

Margie Luck

Bill Luette

Martha Martin

Susan McDonald

Karen McGrath

Justine McLoughlin

Mike McNeill

Melissa Meara

Dave Neill

Alison Nelson

Gil Newton

Margaret Nichol

Kathy Norton

Deb O’Brien

Mike O'Brien

Diana Parker

Brent Pearsall

Pamela Potter
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Laura Richard

Brett Rigazio

Marty Russo

Cindy Savery

Bud Schermerhorn

Susan Schmidt

Vicki Schulz

Don Shewchuk

Jan Simpson

Marcia Simpson

George Snider

Jeff Stanford

Laurie St. Pierre

Beth Thayer

Jeannie Wallin

Angela White

Holli Wong
Kristen Youna

Our olhce stall:

Mrs. Linda Bass, Mrs. Susan

Lindholm. Mrs. Joanne DeC'onto
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Employees of the Year 2010

Deborah O'Brien, Librarian Joanne DeConto, Secretary

Administrators

Ellin Booras

Principal

Jonathan Shapiro

Assistant Principal

Sinikka Gary

Assistant Principal
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Goodbye, Farewell, We'll Miss You

Robert Fawcett Lawrence Cisetto Margaret Thayer

H/e Ve not sure exactly what makes a student decide to become a teacher, but we 're really glad these

people made that decision. Bob Fawcett of Robotics and Engineering, Lonny Cisetto of Mathematics, Beth

Thayer ofGuidance, George Snider of Latin, andJeannie Wallin ofEnglish have dedicated their careers to

high school students. They’ve begun their day before 7:00 a.m., and they’re often still here ten hours

later. Add in the games they attend, the dances they chaperone - doesn ’t everyone want to spend
Saturday night with 800 of their closest friends? - the clubs, organizations, and sports teams they’ve

sponsored, and you have the finest exemplars of educators we will know.

It’s hard to Imagine the building

without them, but we know we will

see them - at the games, at the

gatherings, at Graduation. This time,

it’s for us, and for them, as they

commence the next phase of their

lives.

And did we say....

Thank you.

George Snider Jeannie Wallin
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Senior Superlatives

Class Couple
Maria Cahill, Derrik Nurse

Most Athletic

Anna Gannett, Al Stanton

Most Likely to be Late for Graduation

Andrew Malcolm, Isle Keijser

Most Fashionable
Meghan Lehrer, Matt Cassista
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Most School Spirit

India Ellis, Robby Rudy

Best Girl Buddies
Jenny Beers, Kasey Ahern

Best Boy Buddies
Tim Regan, Dave Perry

Best Boy - Girl Buddies
Mike Yukna, Jackie Mantenfel
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Most Cheerful on a Monday Morning
Cody Tedford, Delaney Drake

Best Hair

Liz Connolly

Dan McLellan

Most Musical

Luke Martin, Kathleen Mills

Most Likely to

Cry at Graduation

Jimmy Fluke, Nancy Henry
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Best Dancer
Katherine Powers, Alex Dropo

Funniest

Micki Anderson, Will Vrountas

Most Changed Since Freshman Year

Ronnie Hewins, Carly Goodrich

Best Smile

Matt Alverenga, Lauren Pontes
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Most Likely to be President

Fernando Harrington, Brittany Souke

Friendliest

Arthur Guerra, Michelle Gagnon

Most Gullible

Michaela Hennessy, Jack Stanton

Most Contagious Laugh
Kristen Silverman, Nick Burke
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Gym Class Heroes
Jen Rae, Mike Sullivan

Next Millionaire

Shea Stanley, Trevor Ward

Most Talkative

Brian Ing, Gabby Golfomitsos

Most Likely to Succeed
Sarah Triplett, Andrew Sholi
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Best Car

Mallory Duerr, Andrew Scalera

Worst Car

Dana Slamin, Josh Hauge

Best Driver

Becca Donaghey, Shane Kissell

Worst Driver

Sarah Griffin, Ethan Sturm
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Powclorpuff Football

Htamnfi

‘10

M. Gagnon, K. Grady, K. Hanna, J. Beers, L. Duffy, C. Kearney, E. Schichilone, J. Pasquale, J. Rae, S.

Triplett, R. Tully, J. Mantenfel, K. Ahem, S. Desroches,A Goulet, K. Lescarbeau, K. Silverman, D. Drake, M.

Cahill, M. Lehrer, L. Duffy, A. Condon, D. Slamin, K. Payne, K. lodice, A. Gannett, K. Baslik, A. Chambers, G.

Golfomitsos, M McGregor, S. Kristy, 1. Ellis, K. Powers, S. Berg, R. Donaghey, B. Souke, S. Sparrow, E.

Travers, M. Hennessy, S. Stanley, S. Duchesney, M. Easterbrook, B. White, 1. Rafiq, C. McGuire.
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KNIORS

Jiuiiinis

‘11

H. Loonan, M. Robicheau, L.Gauthier, R. Garrison, S. Jordan, T. Ciliberto, T. Bokanovich, E. Duerr, K. Richardson, M. Roughan, C.

Tefft, H. Clifford, K. Palmatier, C. Bergeron, A. Kangas, M. Congro, C. Hanna, T. Brickley, K. Fox, M. Silva, R. McMorrow, B. Riedel, A.

Carter, A. Wood, L. Hofmeier, B. Smith, L.Lenk, B. Rossomondo, D. Romanelli, K. White, A. Eliot. K. McGann, A. Kirby, A. Holmes, K.

Anderson, M. Webb, A. Tropea, R Corkey, J. Sudman, A. Khazeie, V. Hanrahan, N. Miskovsky, M. Koudelka, A. Antoine, K.

Antonwicz, E. Kent, S. Doherty, F. Davis, C. Allen, T. Hixon, K. Corey, J. Macinnes-Barker, A. Maragozakis, L. Villa, B. Clarkson, C.

Gibbs, A. Bartram, A. Giannakalis, R Wilcox, C. Wall, L. Rutherford, R. Slamin, J. O’Brien, E. Kinchla, H. Joyce, B Varjian.
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Kasey Ahern Brittany Albrizio Kevin Aldrich

"It's not about the past, or what you think might happen in the

future. It's about the ride. When you least expect something

great might come along. Something better than you even

planned for." My ride though Sandwich High has brought me
great friends, new experiences, and exceptional memories

Thank you to Jenny and Andrea, you are truly wonderful, to

KTC tor showing me a new form of family, and to everyone on

the way. As I go on I hope I will still have time to laugh at

great melodies, create lists at two in the morning, and just to

enjoy life.

"Keep your dreams alive. Understand to achieve anything

requires faith and belief in yourself, vision, hard work,

determination, and dedication. Remember all things are

possible for those who believe.” -Gail Devers. Thanks Mom,
Dad & Madeis for believing Love You. SHS Football #17 You

are my family too. Pasta D's with Ma's G. All times with

Sholi. You'll always be my bro. Prom with Rachel. BBC 2x

with Bob, Myles, Ellen. Alexis, & Justin. DECA. Mary Lou

Girls with Pete & Dave. Preferential parking. Sandy Neck

Bon Fires. OAR. Sam's with Souks. Good Luck Class of

2010 We Rock!

Kyle Allison Matthew AlvarengaJohn Allen

Question Everything.
DJ Twit Gucci mane Carlin nights. McLellan's hair. G'mas!
The jungle Pasta Ds, HELLO! 0 call me! Dave, there’s a

party in the trap and you’re not invited Gravel pit, Sam’s
beach. Dan I will always hate you for winning 10 grand We
were made for each other We’re just wittle guys! Joes
Lobster Mart Dan McLellan is a legend. What the kwan
Holy cats! Pistol grip BAH! Padiddle! Raquetball 4 life Gears
of War. Halo 3. Call of Duty, you will forever be in my heart It

tastes so purple! Whatever the joke is. whoever the friend was.

I’ll never forget the memories I've made at Sandwich High

School I love you Mom Dad. and Jen Love you Grammy and
Grandpa! Thanks to all who helped me along the way Good
luck to us all!
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Connor Andersen Jessica Andersen Michelle Anderson

The four years are finally over. The friends ive made and

the times ive had have been crazy. So many good times,

coopin with India, so much stuff with Sharon, crashin

moms car, ect. rip jetta, Becca always having a good time

always, Thank you to the teachers who helped me Coakley.

Mr, Neil, Ms, Galvin, Mr, Schermerhorn
,
& Fresh. Mom

& Dad thanks you're the best. Drew Maggie Holly Snix

Dutch thanks for always being there I love you guys Bc<3

Trevor Anderson Nicholas Andreotti Christopher Astrauckas

Time is a companion that goes with us on a journey. It

reminds us to cherish each moment because it will never

come again. What we leave behind is not as important as

how wc have lived. Thank you mom and dad for

everything! I could not have done it without you.

(especially crashing into the ditch). Jimmy, Paul, Marsh,

Mobes. Paigc, and Ashley, thank you for everything'

The memories will last forever! Dream as if you'll live

forever, live as if you'll die today, (iood luck Cassie!

Brotherhood and strawberry nums nums.
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Katherine Baslik

We made it! Friends, thank you for all the great

memories. I've enjoyed the past few years; Relay

for Life 2009, Homecoming and Prom, beach days

and bonfires, and listening to country music. I'll

remember the 2006 soccer season, "We Still Love
to Score" ACL champions. Mom, Dad, Kristen, and

Ashleigh thanks for the support along the way
Good luck class of 2010!

Jenny Beers

We walk through the doors as freshmen and before

we know it we are tossing our caps into the air at

graduation. Looking back on my four years at

Sandwich High School, a few experiences stand out.

First
,
KTC, where I met so many amazing people

and had some of the best times of my life, like when
a shy girl from the Pit Choir fell for the Scarecrow.

I want to thank Mr. C for making me love music

even more than I already did and for making his

classes the highlight of my day. I have made friends

and lost friends, but I know those I am meant to

keep will always be there.

Megan Beatty

"The most wasted of all days is one without laughter ' To my friends

at SHS who have made every day count, thank you. Thanks for

making high school a fabulously wonderful experience. J Thank you

dee doll, who borrowed my red crayon, and Jesscah, who I excluded

in the sandbox. Without you guys, I wouldn't be me. Thanks to the

one boy who taught me that I am worth it. And thank you to my family

for loving and supporting me every day and when I needed it the

most. Love you lots and always

Aimee Bentley

You cannot truly appreciate the miracle of a

sunrise unless you have waited in darkness and

until then, remember that happiness can be found

even in the darkest of times, if one only

remembers to turn on the light Just believe in

the dawn and the night will soon be over. The
existence of unbelievable possibilities makes us

believe in the impossible.

Cameron Beaulieu

“Through all good and bad" After four very

long years, finally ready to move on to bigger

and better things. Friends and enemies come
and go, but family is forever. Thank you mom
and dad for all the support and motivation.

Thought senior year would never come to an

end, and that time has come. Now what?

Stephani Berg

I want to thank the friends that have stayed

with me through it all. Thanks to the field

hockey team for making it a great experience,

these years flew by. I'll never forget this I

wish the best to you all.
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John Bess Paige Bishop Myles Bonney

To my family... Thank you for getting me this

far.

To my friends... It has been a blast. I will miss

seeing you guys every day!

To Harry... I love you more than a fat kid loves

cake!! Thank you for your sense of humor,

patience and love.

"It's not a lie, if you believe it."

-George Costanza

YUP!

Nicole Bousquet Nicollette Bovat

“Feet, what do I need you for when 1 have

wings to fly?” -Frida Kahio

Delaney, you will always be a very best

friend.

Niki, Spencer, Jaryd: you all are beautiful

people.

Jordan Bowen
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Michael Bradley Thomas Branco Derek Briggs

It was a good four years playing football with

Mobes. Han, Nick, Marsh, Dave, D Nurse and Pete.

Playing volleyball down at the pond with Adam,
Patchy, Malcolm, Will and Briggsy, Watching the

WWE was always fun with Batista and Undertaker,

It was always a good time at BBC and OCB The
fishing was always pretty good too. Overall I had a

real good time at Sandwich High School, and I just

want to thank my teachers and coaches and

especially my parents.

“The one unchangeable certainty is that

nothing is certain or unchangeable.”
yJohnF Kenned

Jeffrey Briggs John Brophy
Thank you Mom, Dad, Adam, and Aimee for all

the help over these four great years. The time

I spent at school here seemed to fly by.

Thanks to all my teachers, both past and

present. Jeff, Brad, Spencer, and other

members of the “Friday Group,” I'll always

remember you guys!

Good luck class of '11!

Nicholas Burke
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Christopher Catania

Robert Carnago

“I know of no more encouraging fact than the

unquestioned ability of a man to elevate his life by

conscious endeavor."

-Henry David Thoreau

“Maybe I'm Just a girl on a mission, but I'm ready to

fly” Taylor Swift. Mom, Dad, and John- thanks for

everything. I don’t know where I'd be without you. To

the Evans, Reynolds, and Paynes- thank you all for

being my adopted families. Kelsey, Katherine, and

Mara- thanks for the countless memories and amazing
friendship I know we'll have forever, Derrik, thank

you for always being my very best friend. Cross-

country girls, you will always have a place in my
heart. And finally, to the Class of 2010, thank you for

all you’ve done to make me who I am today. Good
luck, and get ready to fly.

Alison Chambers

High school went faster than I thought. There

are so many good memories. Thanks to all of

my friends who were always there my
parents, my sisters, and especially my brother

Nate enjoy the next 3 years here. I’ll miss

cheerleading, and Friday night games were the

best. Cheer ACL champs love you girls! Make
the most of it, it won’t last forever

Matthew Cassista

Mom, Dad. Dani, Jonny, and Gams- thanks for the

love and support, couldn't have done it without ya.

Miss Rose-1 love every second we have together, the

memories we have will last forever, with many more
to come M.O.- countless hours on the golf course,

Blackstone, so many good times. Blue knights golf,

the red Volvo struggling to stay alive, SHS Hockey
State champs 2008 I'll never forget you guys. Sitting

around the fire pit. Nights at the cottage, Aruba 08
Good Luck Class of 2010!

Maria CahillErika Cabral
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Nichol Champagne Yu Chen Trevor Childs

“Live life to the fullest" I've been here at SHS for four

years now and I'm ready to get out. My teachers were

great: didn't have a problem with any teacher here I

thank you all And friends; I will remember all of you. My
family played a big role in my life. Thanks to my mother

and father. I couldn't do it without you two. But I am ready

to move on now

I

t

Daniel Christian! Samantha Cohen James Colameco

The past 4yrs at SHS have been great I will never forget good

times with friends, & tennis we made it to Worlds in our hearts I i

want to thank my mom you were always there for me Ashley for
'

proofreading my papers Jon for being more of a father to me than I

anyone else, Sophie & Morgan for always making me smile &
j

Grammy & PaPa for your support & for answering all my interview I

questions "The first step to getting the things you want out of life

is this: Decide what you want"- Ben Stein. So class of 201 0 decide

what you want & don't stop until you get it. Congrats everyone we
did it!

I
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Patrick Collins

'The Future is Unwritten" - Joe

Strummer

Elizabeth Connolly

"Our greatest glory is not in never falling but rising every time we
fair. Thank you Mom. Dad, Brendan, and Maeve for loving me
always and helping me get back up when I fall. Thanks to all my
hockey girls, on the field and on the ice. SHS BKP Pasta Ds!

You're all the best! I'll never forget those Cape Cod summers and
bonfires. Thanks to all my friends for making everything more
memorable Keep smiling Best of luck 2010!

Amanda Condon

“Promise me you'll always remember: You’re braver than you

believe, and stronger than you seem, and smarter than you

think." -A.A. Milne. In life, there is no way of knowing what

lies ahead; living comes in taking the risk to find out. Mom,
Dad, Patrick, Tim, and Jack, thank you for unyielding support,

I couldn't have done it without you. To my friends, so few

words hardly do you justice, you mean the world to me, the

memories we've made will keep us together at heart no

matter how great a distance separates us. Class of 2010,

Dream Big, the possibilities are endless.

Patrick Conrad

The past four years flew by. I'll never

forget my high school years here. I'm going

to miss Friday nights under the lights and

baseball season with Mildew I want to thank

my family for all the love and support, and

my coaches and teachers for helping me
get through the past four years. Brittany,

thank you for always being there, my best

friend, I love you "Gentlemen, to the hill."

Bret Conefrey

Zachary Cooke

Thanks to all of my family and friends, for the

support through the past four years.
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Samuel Cordeiro

I would like to thank my mom, dad. and sister for all the

love and support I’ve received over the years. I wouldn't

have made it out alive if it weren't for all of you. I will

never forget all of the good times shared; Carlin nights,

bomb squad, Gmas, beach nights, paintball, and

especially, 3 Force. These memories will stay with me
forever. Rachel, we've been through it all. 3/9/07 is a

date that will stay with me until the end of time, forever

and ever. I love you kid. “Life is short, don't waste time

worrying about what people think of you. Hold on to the

ones that care, in the end they will be the only ones

there."

Matthew Crowley

"I would like to thank:

All my friends

MAandKC
AD, SF. JF. DS, DP, TR. JS, AS. CH. JP
E Force- DM, SC. JC
Coach T and Coach Evans for great years on soccer

team. All the teachers in the school.

My Mom, my Dad. and Becca

Kayla Costin

These past four years have flown by. SHS has been

crazy, and I wouldn't change it for the world. I wanna
thank my family and friends, especially Sarah,

Michaela, and Steph. Lauren, you're my gyps for life,

and I love you to death. I wouldn't have made it

through SHS without you guys. I don’t know where I'll

be ten years from now. but I know I'll be doing what I

love. Remember to follow your dreams 2010. "Even if

your hands are shakin and your faith is broken even

as the eyes are closin, do it with a heart wide open ." -

John Mayer. Look for my photos one day. Peace &
love & music baby

Matthew Cunningham

Evan Crimmins

I would like to thank Mom. Dad. and Alex for getting' me
through it all. I’d also like to thank all my loving friends,

you know who you are, for always being there when I

needed them most, and making this an amazing four

years. I appreciate the wonderful teachers I've had

during these years Running cross country and track

has changed my life. High school has done wonders to

change who I am for the better, and made my life so

exciting. "Little darling, it's been a long cold lonely

winter. Little darling, it feels like years since it’s been
here Here comes the sun, (do do do do) here comes
the sun, I say, it's all right."-The Beatles

Todd Davis
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Jesse DeMeule

Kyle DolbecSarah DesRoches

“Life can be long or short, it all depends on how you

choose to live it. It's like forever, always changing You

can never know for sure, so you'd better make every

second count. What you have to decide is how you want

your life to be. If your forever was ending tomorrow, is this

how you'd want to have spent it?" Thank you so much
Mom, Dad. Chris. Amy, Barb, and Nana - for everything

And to my friends who mean everything to me: Lyndsay,

Ashley L, Katie, Ashley P. Sarah. Kyle and Kim; I love you

guys. I've had the best times of my life with all of youl

Thanks to everyone at LPBC and MBC, too!

Bradford Diemer

"I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I

have kept the faith " These past 4 years were filled with so

many great memories, doing winter/spring track,

Shenanigans/Nerf at Hillzee's, Fridays at Johnny B's

and Jeffs, Waffle Wednesdays, slipping into random

accents with friends(Socks/Soviet Russia), and

representing Luxembourg and other countries/

conquering the world with my friends at IS I want to thank

my family and friends for always being there for me and

supporting me over the years "Try not to become a man
of success, but rather a man of value

'

William BeganDaniel Deane
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Molly DonahueRebecca Donaghey

“Whenever you remember times gone by, remember how
we held our heads so high. When all this world was there

for us and we believe that we could touch the sky." I can’t

believe that it's been four years already It has come and

gone so quickly. Mom and Erin, I love you guys. Thanks

for everything! Friends, thanks for the memories and

laughs. To my XC girls, I love you all. Dad. you will

always be with me. in my heart. I miss you so much.

Good luck class of 201 0. . . .we made it!!!!!

Jacob Dorado

High school has been a great time for me. I remember
freshman year being very anxious and nervous, by the end of

the year { felt relieved, accomplished and well adjusted to my
many new friends. I was able to enjoy sophomore year without

the confusion of a freshman or the pressing responsibilities of

a junior and senior, I have had great opportunities to

take both fun electives and challenging AP courses. Now, as

I finish high school. I find myself anxious and nervous ail over

again. I would like to thank my parents for supporting me and

all my friendsforthegreat laughs we had

Delany Drake

Here's to summer days at the beach
.
to jumping off the

boardwalk. Here’s to bonfires, to feeling alive- wind in

your hair, sun kissed skin. Thanks to my family, for putting

up with me. To my sailing family- SAILING LOVE! <3. To

Kathleen- since we were 2! And to all my incredible

friends who have made me so happy. Graham- my
guardian angel, rest in peace. Yo 2010- laugh until you

cry, smile because you can. See the beauty in everything,

and always believe in yourself. It's been real. Now let’s go

change the world.

Justin Dooley

/
/

Alex Dropo

"In the end my friend we will all be together again" Yee

Buddy . Thank you Dad Mom Liz & Jen for guiding and

supporting me through the yrs. So many unforgettable

memories:swimming. lax. bonfires,drivin on,OAR, late night

wendys.3 deer night.the Rubitudel.missions.that 1 time @
C's.TOB.cfest.Africa.Bromance.getsome.celtics

parade.4th ofjuly.sox games.fishin w/the boys.tiki

tuesdays, looking 4 cats&gettin chased by the 5-

O.shreddin.Trides.emelias.narc.fifa.scorton Thanks to all

my friends for these memorable times

OH.FH.CM.RM.JO.CH.SB.MC.SF wouldn’t have been the

same w/o u. Take it easy SHS
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Shawna Duchesney Malory Duerr Elizabeth Duffy

“There are some things you can't share without ending up

liking each other " J K. Rowling Mom, Dad, & Lauren I

will always be grateful. And thanks to my other family; To

Amanda for growing up with me & our years of tomfoolery I

knew we'd be friends forever To Kristen for Chad & for the

kindness you have added to my life. To Shea my partner in

crime I am forever your croissant. To Emily for being the

Lord Voldemortto my Professor Quirrell. To Anna for

running with me through thick and thin. To Mike for being

as crazy as I am & making me laugh like I didn't know I

could, I love you alll

Madalene Easterbrook Owen EcclestonLauren Duffy

"Our memories of the ocean will linger on
.
long after our

footprints in the sand are gone"-Anonymous Thank you so

much to my familywho has always been there for me To my
friends, you know who you are, thank you for the countless

laughs and unforgettable moments You are my second

family and I am thankful for all your support and the love that

you have shared with me these past four years Congrats

Class of 201 0. we made it!
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Alexandria Edwards India Ellis

“There are some people in life that make you laugh a little

louder, smile a little brighter and live a little better," Thank you

to the those who have made life a bit easier every day, especially

my friends and family. Jill, Julie, Steph, and others.. ILOVEYOU,
I know i could always count on you to be there through the ups

and downs. 4 years of high school seemed like a lifetime, but

now it's soon to be over let's get this show on the road

"Get money, stunt, and stay glorious.” K. West
Field hockey, lacrosse, triple P, Not getting the B
double OT. Thanks to all of my teachers, especially Ms
Duffy, “Shewsh", "Rigo" and Ms, McDonald,

who helped me get through high school. I'll always

remember Coach Kelsey Beaton. Thank you to my
parents for always being there

Alex FinertySam Ellis

Thank you to my parents for pushing me
through school and encouraging me to take

tough classes. Thank you to my coach,

for helping me accomplish what I am
capable of, and teaching me much more.

Thank you to the one who tolerated all my
weird hobbies. And thank you to my
friends for their support and opinions.

Rebecca Ellis

Sandwich High School Thanks to all the parties we
made it through.. .going to miss the weekends., my old

house, g-mas. fires, Catania's, black lights, dance
parties. .. ill never forget the concerts throughout the

years, , , . those late night Mods trips. .Tim im going to

miss those car markers. .not gunna miss wet bagels. .Hey

Chris Newell! Im gunna miss you!.. Micki im going to

miss those halfdays. DANS HAIR!. ..was really a

wig .wheres that 100 spot..R.I.P the jett. Well we made it,.

Sean Finerty

It’s been a great four years. Thanks to all

my friends and family. Good times fishing

and going on missions with

friends. Emilias crew forever. Bromance

for life. Dropo, C Hayes, Johnny O,

Fernando, and Flynn
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Thomas FlynnJustin Fizmaurice

Garreth Foster Sean Fulton

Try not, do or do not. There is not try. - Yoda
Where would I be without my friends? Nowhere, I

can't thank you enough My family put up with

me as weil I really appreciate it. To all the dork,

music junkies, punks, misfits, and more my life

has touched during my four years here: it was
glorious. So much has happened, so much has

changed, but I will always love you guys You

know who you are

James Fluke

Kacey Franco
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Danielle Gagnon

Anna Gannett

Thank you to all of my friends and teachers at SHS! It's true

to say that the past 4 years have been the best years of my
life so farl I cannot even begin to account for all of the

awesome times I have had in sports, band, IS, and classes

From staying awake until obscene hours of the night doing

homework to laughing so hard the teachers thought we
were crazy, it happened too fasti Thank you to the usual: you

know who you are, for being with me through it all! We can

never forget chocolate hair. Curses, Chad ,
Tetris,

breakfast running, and everything elsel "Don't cry because

It's over Smile because it happened "
;

)

Michelle Gagnon

James Giblin

"The task of the modern educator is not to cut down jungles

but to irrigate deserts" -C.S. Lewis. In my four years at

SHS. I've met so many teachers that fit this description

They, along with the friends I've made from being involved

in clubs and wrestling, have helped shape me into the

person I am today. I'm definitely not the same person that I

was when I first entered this school Now that I've

experienced so much, especially all that I went through for

wrestling, I feel I'm ready to take on whatever life has to

throw at me. It's been a really interesting ride. Cheers.

Christopher Gallagher

“In this great future, you can't forget your past." It has

been fun here at SHS. I would like to thank everyone I

have met, for 4 great years. I want to thank my teachers,

my coaches, and my friends for everything that they

have done. I have realized that time flies by and you

have to make the best of every opportunity. I will always

have my Blue Knight Pride, where ever I go. Thanks

Mom and Dad for all the things that you have done for

me and the help you have given me to this point. No one

knows what the future will be like, but I hope it is good

for everyone in the class of 201

0

Nicole Giles

My high school experience was no where near what i

expected I can t say i took all i could out of it or enjoyed all

of the experiences but i advise other students to get involved

and have fun Build friendships and just be you Take in every

moment and cherish it because when they say it goes by

fast, they aren't kidding! It seems like senior year came
around over night and its not about to slow down. Take

advantage of the moments your class comes together and

enjoy each other I'd like to send thanks to my family (Ma.

Dad, Sis, and Nana) for their support and keeping me m
check to make it through school And to Mrs Clark who has

the biggest heart and with her support i progressed to

become a better person Thank you for ail your support!
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Carly Goodrich

I cant believe how fast these 4 yrs have gone by. First

of all id like to thank my family for supporting me.

Cass-lookin good! Lacey-we've been best friends

since kindergarten COL! Lar-do you like pina coladas?

ilu girls! Thank you Michelle and Mike for always

making me laugh during school! I'll never forget my
late nite road trips with Eric Jake and Matt! Esp want

to thank Eric for always being there for me, no matter

what. I love you all. Well good bye and good luck SHS!

If I compare myself to the person from four years ago, i realize

the full extent of change I have undergone and how I have

developed not only intellectually, but as a human being I

thank my family for their support and belief in my endeavors,

my Cross Country. Track, and Jazz Band families, my
teachers, my coach, and I thank my friends and members of

Team Superior whom I have come to trust and depend on.

The value of these friendships is immeasurable to me and I

will always remember the experiences with all of you. You

have all changed me and made me a better person Team
Superior forever!

Andrea Goulet

"Don't ever let somebody tell you You can't do

something

You got a dream... You gotta protect it

If you want somethin', go get it Period '-the pursuit

of happyness

To all the people who make me strong

I will never forget you Playing tag in kmart being

silly. This is for sparta and sea gulls II

You are the best friends in the world

Liz.Samxi.Colby.Kenia & Jack <3

Jameson Goins

Evan Goulet

Overall, I think I had a great four years I would just like to

thank my friends for all the good times, and my teachers

and family for always pushing me forward. I would

especially like to thank Mr. Carafone and Mr Thomas for

a thrilling four years of music I will never forget all the

laughs we had in that band room. Long live the lizard

Kelsie Grady

Gabriella Golfomitsos
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Vanessa Gregory

Let the wild rumpus start

Sarah Griffin

Everyone always said that high school goes by fast I used to

think that was good so I can get out of here, but now I don’t

want it to end Time definitely flies by when you have fun A
good amount of that time went to cheerleading, basketball and
softball But most of my lime went into my love, and the most
difficult sport I’ve played* cheerleading With practicing hard,

competitions, all the crazy fundrasiers and the sneak attack

from the football players at the pasta dinner! I had a great last

season with my girls this year (both JV and VS)I I’m proud to

have been your captain and our teams did so well! Good luck

in your next few years cheering Diana E . Sarah D . Britney B
.

and all of my girleys- Work it babays!!! All my family

(especially my Mum. CF and my Jack) and my loveys (Nicole

G.. Nancy H . Diana E and Kara K ) are the absolute best!

Michael Groves

Looking back, I remember thinking, as a freshman, that senior year was
forever away. Now that it has finally come. I want to thank everyone who has

helped me along, over the years. I'll never forget the good times I've had

with friends here at Sandwich High. Also, thanks to my family, who always

means the best tor me.

Arthur Guerra

High school's been crazy. There's been too many ups and

downs and too many friends that have comeandgoneto
really note them all. So, I hope I'm notoffending anyone by

not naming names, but thank you all for everything you've

done. From movie nights with chocolate chip cookie dough

ice cream to "Since U Been Gone" From Dunkin Donuts

runs to midnight swims and driving in the rain. From M&Ms
to Huskies, being Batman has been tough, but it's been

easier with you guys there Although it's time to move on,

the bat signal's always there for when you need me. I wish

the best for everyone.

Nicolette Grout

I

j

1

Kerrin Hanna

"Change is never easy. You fight to hold on, you fight

to let go." -The Wonder Years These four years flew

by- 1 don't want them to end, yet I'm ready to move on.

To my friends. I'll never forget you: maid & kirsten, tbo

ecrow & shags, tuesdays at panera, apush & chattle,

CLB & WTL, relay, art 1 .
G7RU, the history nook. &

homeroom with michaela. To my mom. my
grandparents, paul. and caitlin: thank you for

everything you've ever done for me, I love you. Always

keep your dreams in mind, 201 0.
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John Hendy

Michael Harding Fernando Harrington

First of all, thank you God thanks class 2010 best 4

years so far, good luck in everything thanks to ail my
teachers and coaches Luette. Miller, Pearsall. McNeill.

Cosgrove thanks for everything. JonnyO, C Hayes.
Dropo, Finny. Fitz. Flinny, Dave P.TtmmyO I love you guys
thanks to you and your families for every-

thing lE.SB.OH.JT.JH.AH thanks girls Molly thanks for

the last three years. I love you MALANDROS por

siempre los amo Weise Alejo Chimbo son mis
hermanos. pasaje CDJ. Football boys, the best gen

,
the

best times. Lax bros - best time, remember, keep it tight,

don’t be racial, wear your manpants Tata. Tete, gracias

por Todo los amo.tios. los amo. Mom wouldn't be what I

am without you. Bella I love you

Michaela Hennessy

"The purpose of life is to live it, to taste experience to the

utmost, to reach out eagerly and without fear for newer

and richer experience '-Eleanor Roosevelt To my
family, especially my parents, thanks for always

encouraging and supporting me To Jackie and Mike,

thanks for always knowing how to make me laugh To

Garrett, thank you for always being there for me To

Maria, I |ust love you To Glinda, keep defying gravity To

Amanda, Jack, Luke, and Katherine, I couldn't have made
it without you! Thank you to Mr FrankeandMrs Martin

tor being more than teachers Seniors, enjoy your lives!

Nicole Hannouche

It took a little longer then planned but I can finally say I'm

done with this chapter in my life. Itwas a bumpy road, but

I wouldn't change any of it. Big thanks to Mrs. Hite,

Mrs. Abbott, Mrs.Coutino, & Ms. Brennan, without them I

could have never done this. Jessica, the only one who has

constantly been able to handle my crazy, thank you for

EVERYTHING, love you! Thanks to my mother and

grandmother who never stopped believing in me for a

second. “Dream as if you'll live forever, live as if you'll die

today.” It’s been real.

Joshua Hauge

Hoagy; Hockey 1 - 4; Canal Cup wins; Thanks
to Coach Jordan and Coach Gill; Thanks to all

my teachers who helped me through these four

years. Always remember #12, who showed me
what a true fighter is. Go Army!

5
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Thank you to Mom. Dad .
and Stevie for your constant

support, and to everyone I've been lucky enough to meet

over the last 4 years that made this time a lot more fun than

it should have been! So many unforgettable moments with

KTC, swimming, sailing, APUSH junior year (Fail with

dignity!). I S. (Viva Cuba!), and Fridays with the crew at

my house (Nerf or nothing!) Special thanks to Mr. Franke.

Ms, Hunt, and all of my teachers for 4 awesome years

See you later. Class of ’1 0. “May your hats fly as high as

your dreams "-Michael G, Scott

WE MADE IT! Dad and Mom I’m so lucky to have you,

thanks for always being there Ben and Tucker I’m glad I

got stuck with you guys.
.

you are the best brothers ever,

enjoy the ride and keep laughing. I love you all so much!

Friends, thanks for the love, laughs and memories, we
have been through so much together Dropo, Liz, Caitlyn,

and all my boys You make every day funny, it’s been

real! Good luck 2010 Always remember “What lies

behind us and what lies before us are all small matters

compared to what lies within us" You are all amazing, go
find your dreams!

Ryan Hill Julia Hopkins

Nancy Henry

Brian Hickey

Olivia Herndon Ronald Hewins

I would like to thank all that have helped me over

the years, and my parents for their positive

feedback. My parents have always been behind

me 1 00 percent. Good friends, great times, bright

futures. "What lies behind us and what lies before

us are tiny matters compared to what lies within

us." -Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Go confidently in the direction of your dreams Live the life

you have imagined - Henry David Thoreau Thanks to

my dad for always being there for me no matter what and
giving me the strength to make it this far Mom. thanks for

always listening to me and never judging me
Tyler&Andrew Thank you' The Sullivans- I wouldn't be
where i am without you Wank- to many good times to even
write ily a&f Twinny- never a dull moment Luke- You are

an amazing person thanks for always being there i couldnt

ask for anyone better Tom- You were always the to make
everything better To everyone else Thanks and Good
Luck'

It feels as if yesterday was my first year at SHS It’s a cliche but the

four years flew by I'm just going to say that these were not the best

years of my life so far. and I hope that it stays that way That sounds
depressing, but high school is the time when you re supposed to get ready

for college take difficult classes, and balance it with sports or clubs So. I

can say these times at SHS have been stressful and not loo exciting but

there have been good times I ve always been known as the shy guy or

Simply one who does not talk much I wish I could change that but it’s m
the past Now I’m concerned about college and graduation and although i

knew I was going to make it here it would have been a struggle without the

support of my friends and family The past four years have helped me
grow and become a successful student and athlete As I prepare for

college I realize that I have grown immensely since freshman year and as I

look back I can see the lessons that 1 have learned

Alexis Johnson Zachary Johnson

Brian IngGregory Howell

Spencer Jones

Kasie lodice

Life is full of lessons to be learned- Thanks to my
teachers who told me 1 can always improve. Thanks to

my parents who taught me to be myself and that as

long as 1 do what makes me happy 1 can succeed. To

my brother and sister who taught me to stay young and

to laugh. Thanks to my friends who were there with me
to laugh til 1 cried, who became hyper at 3am, driving

everyone crazy, and who 1 could always count on for ice

cream, shadow puppets, and chick flicks. You taught

me to make the most out of life. “Life may not be the

party we hoped for, but while we're here, we might as

well dance.”
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Andre Joubert Caitlyn KearneySarah Joyce

Thanks to my parents and sister who always

stand behind me, my friends who stand next to me and

my teachers who stand in front of me. You taught me if

you can dream it, you can do it. Thanks for showing me
the true meaning of love and friendship, staying up

being crazy after hours and going to the canal for

coffee before hours, running through the woods and the

pain, and shivering through hockey games. Love you

D$! "Fear less, hope more: eat less, chew more; whine

less, breathe more; talk less, say more; hate less, love

more; and all good things are yours.” Best of luck '10

Isle Keijser Richard Kelley

I would like to thank my family frst.. Mom, Dad, and Mike.,

thank you for all of your support throughout the past four

years. I wanna thank all my friends for making it what it was.

.

Beccs and Higgy couldnt have done it without you guys

Best times of my life with See Double You Aye.
.

you guys

made these years the most fun ive ever had. I wanna give

thanks to all the teachers who helped me through

highschool These past four years were hard but If i could

go back iwouldnt change a thing., thank you all

Daniel Kelliher

"Smile, Life is Good!" Good luck to all my
friends, Sergio, Matt O, Sarah M. David,

Caroline, Aaron. Good times at the Jr. Prom

and Varsity Football. Thanks Coach Luette for

letting me be part of the team. Mom, Dad and

Brendon, I love you. Thanks for all your

support.
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Shane Kissell

Amanda Kriehn

I can't believe this is the end The past four years have gone
by so fast with so many memortes, I want to thank my mom,
dad. and rusty for always being there and pushing me through

high school, and having my mom nag me everyday about

school work, i know I wouldn’t have been able to do it without

their support Bean and Thelma you guys are my best friends

we've been through so much together and we have more
memories to make in college! I love my Marylous girls and my
cheer girls! I'll miss all the cheer drama and fun, and waiting

every Friday night to go cheer our football team on

Congratulations class of 2010 we did it!

Shane Kopcak Zachary Kremer

I want to say thank you to all my teachers. I'm really going to miss

the school; even though we had work to do, itwas good to be

among friends. I would do it all over again if I could; it really flew

by. I will always remember all the good times we had. Bestofluck

to everyone.

The past four years have been full of drama and excitement

Meeting new people and making memories that will last a

lifetime. I'll never forget the people that changed my life for

the better Thanks everyone who helped me through the

years love you fnends xo. you know who you are

"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams Live the life

you have imagined "Congrats class of 2010; We did it! :)

Sarah Kristy

During high school you find out who's important Thank
you Mom, Dad, Mike for everything always making me
laugh and keeping me grounded To the teachers and
mentors who pushed me to do better than my best And to

the friends who have stayed up doing English homework,
drank Mary Lou's on the boardwalk at ridiculous hours,

tried to break me of my coffee addiction, goofed off after

eating too much frosting, and stuck with each other

through the thick and thin! "Many people will walk in and
out of your life, but only true friends will leave footprints in

your heart
’’

Chelsea Kristofferson
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Kirsten Langford Jason Lefavor

"Man imposes his own limitations, don't set

any” - Anthony Bailey Thank you to my Track

and Cross Country family, Jazz Band, Going

to Washington D C, Thank You to my friends

and family and my coach you have all helped

more than you can possibly know. Wiffleball

at patchy's with the gang and summers at the

pond i'll never forget

Elizabeth Leonardi

Freshman year felt like yesterday. I can still remember not

being able to find the cafeteria, meeting new people form

sports and clubs A good firend told me during my
freshman year, that "high school just gets better." It did

as the years flew by The saying will carry me through

college. And thank you to my friends Kelsie, Sami, and

Kenia for making high school wicked fun

Katherine Lescarbeau

Emerson once said, "Do not go where the path may lead

Go instead where there Is no path and leave a trail. ”
I

am thankful for all who have crossed my path throughout

the years. You know who you are and you all have made
these past four years memorable. Thank you to my family

for supporting and encouraging me in alt my endeavors.

Hopefully in the years to come our paths will meet again

but until then good luck Class of 2010.

Meghan Lehrer

Meg, Meggy, Megoozer, Miss Rose, flashback day.#20

Hockey games.gerber daisies.tinkerbell.dancer

face.sunrises.cozy blankets.green jetta red volvo.my

necklace Aruba 09.dress to impress! Britt fcs! Cape
Cod girl.homecoming NAP TIME! The cottage.thank

you CassIsta family and Gams for surrounding me with

love, friendship and pumpkin bread.06-1 9-08 MJC you

make me smile and everyday spent with you is the next

best day of my life. I love us! Mom,Dad,Adam. Evan I

love you all beyond words you're the best "Dance like

nobody's watching" Good luck class of 2010! Make
memories to last a lifetime xoxo

Stephen MacDonald

"Freedom lies in being bold." - Robert Frost

I have had a great four years, and will remember

everyone who helped me along the way My friends, my
family, my teachers. I thank you all. Dream big SHS. All

for one, and one for all McGinty.

MRM
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Kasandra Marchant

I would like to thank my parents for putting up

with me for all these years, my brother and

sister for all their support and my grandparents

for all their advice Also, I would like to thank

my friends for providing some of the most

interesting times in my life, thus far. “A day

without laughter is a day wasted” Charlie

Chaplin.

Andrew Malcom Jacquelyn Mantenfel

"Years from now I won't remember every Friday night or the

things that made us laugh so hard that our stomachs hurt,

but I will always remember that you were the ones who
were there." The memories of: the tripresidents, The
Killers, bonfires. Oceanfest '09, the Fantabulous Four.

Monday afternoons, Mike. Michaela, APUSH, Massa,

Duffstuff. Team Awesome, the periodic table of cupcakes,

mega cool private pool, IS (Allnighters), Latin class, my
first encounter with the Sandwich Police, and who knows
what else. A cornucopia of love to Mom and Dad and
thank you to the family, friends, and teachers that helped

get me here. Good luck class of 2010.

“Freedom lies in being bold.” - Robert Frost

I have had a great four years, and will remember
everyone who helped me along the way. My friends,

my family, my teachers, I thank you all. Dream big

SFIS. All for one, and one for all McGinty.

MRM

Lucas Martin

Long sigh? What am I going to write?

Well? there was BBC before jazz, serving

like a Roddick tank, munchkin, Ernie. Next

Exit and Previous Entrance, Team Superior,

Band Prom, jamming with Mr. C. tennis,

guitar, skiing, and so much more.

Whew. In the words of guitarist Fred Freid,

"Always use your little finger; you never

know when the extra reach will come in

handy.”

I

Sean Marshall

It's been a long ride to get where we are now I'd like to

thank my Mom and my Dad. my brother Dan and my sister

Taylor for always being there for me when I needed

anything. My best friends. Mobes Paul Android Burke

Jim, we ll never forget a lot of those times The football

team. I'm gonna miss the lights, the heat, and the cold

It's been real, but it's time for all of us to move on to

bigger and better things

Paul Manganella
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Luke McCombs

Caitlyn McGuire

Tor beautiful eyes, look for the good in others; for

beautiful lips, speak only words of kindness; and for

poise, walk with the knowledge that you are never

alone." -Audrey Hepburn Throughout high school. 1

have kept old friends and made new ones, but it’s my
true friends who have kept me alive and sane this

entire time, and I thank all of you so much. Thanks a

million times over to Mom. Dad, and Kim, reassuring

me along the way, no matter what It has been a short

four years; I've learned a lot and changed a lot, but it

was always for the better. Good luck class of 1 0!

“Out for my own, out to be free

One with my mind, they just can't see

No need to hear things that they say

Life's for my own to live my own way"- JH
Thank you parents and friends.

Meghan McGregor

The years have flown by. but it’s the memories and friends

we made that will last forever. You all have given me
something to remember. To the swim team: I couldn’t

have picked a better bunch of sisters. Thanks for the

great seasons. To Amy; You have always been there for

me and that’s not going to change. You're the craziest

person I have ever seen and I'm glad we became friends.

To Sarah. You made me who I am today You grew to be a

family member as well as a friend, but now I realize that

you are my other half. You are beautiful, intelligent and

kind and you will be great wherever you are

Adam McDermott

Samantha McGrath

Amy McDonagh
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Ryan McKenna

Fast times at Sandwich High.

Never slow down. Never surrender.

Daniel McLellan

I would like to thank my parents for guiding me through

my first eighteen years. Also, thanks to Coaches Luette.

Dintino, Conrad. Donovan, and O'Brien for the time they

gave on the football field, basketball court, and their

support off of it. O Line Pride, the Hogs up front Me,

Marsh, Andreotti, Branco, and Ethan OCB who can eat

the most, the brothers. Football get that ACL
championship that so far is elusive for us Jess. Good
Luck, Individual Commitment to a Group Effort, that is

what makes a team work, a company work, a society work,

a civilization work - Vince Lombardi

Good Luck Class of 2010!

:4li

L
David McKiernan

The only thing I will remember about SHS is

my friends. Throwing up the E, rippin L's

with the squad, getting booted, cruisin,

fresh beats, BUG sessions, grillin, and
kickin it with the whole crew. I will never

forget you guys, thanks for showing me
the true meaning of life. PASTA D!

“Respect the Game”

Eric Mendes

I want to thank Holden Caulfield, The Great

Gatsby, Morrie Schwartz, and Huck Finn.

Forever we ride!

"You are the Captain of Your Own Ship" someone not so

famous once said that Thanks to Drew for being. not only

my kid brother but also my friend Never lose your sense of

humor or your energy Thanks to my parents, U Chuck, A
Beam: for all your encouragement and support, Derek.

C-David, family, Becca E, Dakota. Likes. BMX, dirt bikes,

fishing, hunting, target shooting, free diving and snorkeling.

football, wrestling, track, bonfires. DD. tobstering, full tank

of gas,more than one day off true friends, wood
working, spear fishing. Dislikes Not having enough free

time to do all that I want to do
,
high tides on Mill Creek.the

blue light special. You blink, and it's time to graduate.

Richard MeyerJessica McMahon

People say how high school goes by so fast Never would I

have thought that it actually would, until now To the people

who stood by my side from day one, Mom, Dad and the

giris, thank you for your endless encouragement and

inspiration I guess when one door closes, another opens

The best thing about the future is that it only comes one

day at a time, live each as if it were your last And As
Cinderella once said, "No matter how your heart is

grieving, if you keep on believing, the dreams that you wish

willcometrue " Class of 2010, follow your dreams, never

give up. and always smile
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Kathleen Mills

I could say a whole lot but bottom line is don't let yourself

be miserable be there for one another, reach out, find

happiness, and forgive, i had an amazing time with

everyone here fastest four years of my life. Many thanks

to my family, friends, and teachers Especially Ms.

Norton, could not have done it without your motivation.

Congrats 201 0, and thanks to everyone in and out ofmy
life. You're all pretty cool.

Dylan Miller Brendan Millham

Life's too short to take it too seriously, have fun and enjoy

yourself because before you know it, it will all be over

Thanks mom and dad for always caring for me. To all my
friends, never forget all the good times we had . . volleyball

year round in the rain, sleet, and snow. ..Summers spent

playing wiffleball and bonfires on the beach, .trips down
main street. ..driving around with no idea as to where we
are going and what we are doing. .

."GAS STATION!". .

. "get

this guy, get this guy” . .chilizones equal bad luck...and we
are never too old to playfour square. ..and to everyone on

the football team, im gonna miss you guys.. . its been a fun

4 years

Jaryd Mohre Justin Mola Andrew Mucci
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Marian O’Brien

As Athletes
,
we are used to reacting quickly, here it

comes, stop, come, stop. There's a lot of downtime,

That's the toughest part of my day Here's a thanks to all

of the people that have helped me through my high school

career;all of my coaches for making me a better player

and teaching me discipline. Thanks to my parents for

always being there for me. and thanks to my sisters

Jacqueline and Katherine, and my brother Geo

Nicholas Murphy

“I've missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I’ve lost

almost 300 games. 26 times, I’ve been trusted to take the

game winning shot and missed. I've failed over and over

and over again in my life. And that is why I succeed

Michael Jordan Four years have come and passed now
and I have yet to regret one thing There will never be a

time in my life when I forget the people I met and the

things I’ve done through these years ) wish the best for

everyone, and I hope I made my mark in Sandwich forever

All the good times I'm going to miss em' heeeeeyyy

beeccaa skate forever!
:)

Timothy O’Brien

Mom, Dad, Reilly, and Kayleigh- thank you so much for

always being there, love all of you. Thank you Coach
McNeill and Coach Pearsall for all of the great times

on the field and on the course Cassista.great summers
out on the beach and on the golf course Golf team 09-

we had a great run this year all the way to states, good
luck next year! Good luck class of 201 0 wherever you

end upl!

Christopher Newell

Matthew O’Connell
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Megan Orth

“I remember making the most outrageous faces in photo

shoots and creating hilarious videos with my best friends. I

remember having my own language, and getting all my
friends into it. Chimple. anyone" I remember late night

sleepovers and laughing until my sides hurt. I remember
cross-country, and the bonds we made as a team But most

of all, I remember the people I made these memories with,

and how important they are to me. 1 will always remember my
years at SHS, and I know I will look back years from now and

smile. “Be the change you wish to see in the world ” -M.

Gandhi

Rachel Patchel

Never let success get to your head and never let failure get

to your heart.” It's been an amazing 18 years in Sandwich -

Cape Cod love! Thank you mom & dad for my wings. Your

love has sent me on the right path. Shelby you're the best

welcoming committee. Friends, you will always live in my
smile. Kayla, sisters by heart, and forever a brunette & a

blond with an inseparable bond Sam, babyboy, kid, my 2008

homecoming king; there is a place in my heart that nobody's

been to except for you. Classof 2010 - cry hard, laugh loud,

be humble, stand proud!

Jillian Palmer

Many people will walk in and out of your life, but only

those who matter will leave footprints on your heart.”

Mom, Dad, & Maddie thank you for everything, I love

you. Friends, thanks for always being there, I don't know
where I'd be without you. Especially, Alex, Julie, &
Hannah Varsity cheerleaders, you girls are amazing!

Thank you for all the memories. Marylou's girls, thanks

for always making me laugh. It's been fun. Best wishes

to the class of 2010

Kelsey Payne

“I hope you find God's grace in every mistake, and always give

more than you take. But more than anything, my wish for you is

that this life becomes all that you want it to” Thanks to:

Katherine P; my firsfand best friend. Maria C; prom queen

and greatest friend in the world I love you both so much I owe
you my life! Swim Girls; we made it through the 1 0x1 25's!

Thanks for the good times. Mom, Dad, Mara and the boys; you

are absolutely wonderful to me. I've got your back, just like

you've had mine. And to SHS and anyone here that's ever

inspired me, all I can say is thank you. Good luck 2010

Jessica Pasquale

Life isn't about how many breaths you take but how many
moments take your breath away Youre probably thinking I'm

gonna say good job congrats everyone and be done but I wanted

to tell you that life here has made me the person t have always

wanted to be. I've had my ups and downs the people who have

had my back and I those moments that took my breath away Only

a life lived for others is a life worthwhie Thank you to my
parents for always supporting me and to the love of my life for

pulling me through some tough times I couldn't have done it

without you kitkat! Good luck to everyone my friends my
enemies and the one I love and to those walking on that stage

to say good bye one last time I hope you have a life well earned

I love you all congrats class of 2010!

Kayla Penney

"I always knew looking back on the tears would make me
laugh but I never knew looking back on the laughs would

make me cry." High school has been a series of ups and

downs the past 4 years I could not have done it without

my friends and family Mom and Dad thank you for

everything you've done for me Steve Chns and Dave. I

couldn't ask for better brothers Sally we've been through

so much you mean the world to me Thank you so much
to all my friends I love you guys CP JM RP and the list

goes on. Rachel, my best friend sister & husband .) I'm

here for you Through ’thiick" and thin always
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Chelsea Perron

These past 4 years have gone by so fast. I wanna thank my
family for putting up with me for all these years, especially

my mom. I love you guys. Molly your an amazing little

sister, I wouldn't trade you for the world. To all my friends,

ukwur, thank you for being with me for all the years, I will

never forget McDonalds on fridays and all the summer
nights :) love u guys its been amazing, thanks for all the

memories Marylous girls, its been fun <3 Dave
thank you for everything. And Dad youll always be in my
heart, I love and miss you.Good luck class of 1 0.

Lauren Pontes

David Perry

After these 4 years I would like to thank the people who
were there to experience all the memories with me. First

off, without my mom I am not the person I am today, so

thank u. Joe and Dan you know without you guys I would

not have been pushed to excelling in everything you guys

are great at. Joe thanks for the nickname "Joe Perry's

brother". Dan I know without your brothers at the high

school you'll be Just fine making your own name. Tim, we
entered the school together and we are leaving together,

it's been a great ride. Chelsea thank u for putting up with

me forthe last year. Thank you SHS.

Katherine Powers

Nick Piazza

Thanks to my friends who made my four years

enjoyable. Always looking forward to that

Wiffleball Wednesday and days at the pond;

Chilizones !! Thunda Pete !!

Jennifer Rae

I remember coming here not knowing a single person and

being so scared, I can't believe now I'm leaving with friends

I will have forever and memories I'll never forget. Kelsey and

Maria, thanks for everything, I don't know how I would've

made it through the past 4 years without you ily G7RU and

Stollfests, one class I'll never forget To everyone who made
my high school experience what it was, thank you Mom and

Dad, thanks for everything that you do And to the Class of

2010 good luck! "I hope the days come easy and the

moments pass slow and each road leads you where you want

to go."

"This could be one of those memories we wanna hold on

to, cling to, the one we can't forget " Thank you to my
family for always supporting me S to my friends- thanks

for making these past four years at SHS unforgettable

The pasta D's, homecoming skits & prom FH & LAX
girls- love you all! India- need a ride home? FH & LAX
x4, 1 will be lost without you next year Rachel- fnends for

so long? cookie dough, mario kart & scary movies just

about sum up our lives Undefeated Lax season 08 & ACL
Champs 08 & 091 Undefeated FH season & ACL
Champs 091 Congrats Class of 2010, we made it'
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Iqra Rafiq Sarah Ramos Veronica Reddy

Matthew Reed- Rosenthal Timothy Regan

Thanks to everyone who helped me through the last four

years, especially my family Mom, Dad, Liz and David.

I've had more fun at SHS, but it wouldn't have been

possible without my friends, Alvarenga and Crowley

always a good laugh. Great times on the football field, I

can't believe I actually played Best times on the track with

my boys. Sam, Steve and Jason. My best friend Dave

Perry, I'll always be there for you, you'll never be more

than 88 steps away Never Goodbye

Michael Rezendes

Thanks Mom and Dad. These four years

have gone by fast. Looking back I have no

regrets. Friday night football under the lights

was unforgettable. Good times fishing and

off-roading. Live life one day at a time and

never say never.
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I still can't believe that I'm graduating My favorite teacher

Mrs Martin Fun times in theater 2 I thank my favorite five

in this school Mike Bradley I love you like a brother man
Kaarina firmin We are indestructible Ryan McKenna Try

to slay out of trouble Lacey Shiever I promise that

Chihuahua when I get the money Kema Rodriguez, keep

the spiciness For those I helped I say this 'You don't owe
me anything for I have been there loo. someone has helped

me the way I am helping you If you really want to help here

IS what you do Don't let the chain of love end with you
'

Goodbye

Jason Ripley

Robert Rudy

Erin Rindfuss

Life has been lough, but through the years I have overcome
many obstacles I want to thank God and all the people who
helped me through these tough times Especially those who
helped me when I arrived in the U.S Special thanks to Ms
Wilcoxson. Ms Callahan, and Ms Han who helped teach me a

second language t want to thank SHS for opening their arms
to me Thanks to Mde (RIP). Pai. Jeannie and Gisele who
helped me understand the world I know Thanks to the friends

who will always be in my memory no matter where 1 go ‘Ele 6

0 meu Oeus, o meu refugio. a minha fonaleza. e nele

confiarei
*

Dylan Roberts

, 0
Hannab Sadosky

I am thankful for my parents' continuous guidance and

support. Mom you will always be my best friend, thanks

for all of our talks, constant love, and proving anything is

possible You're my hero and I won't let you down I want

to thank Chelsea and Jill for always having my back and

all the good times we've shared I'll never forget

Cheerleading, cruising around town. PURPLE, summer
nights, my Tree. Marylous, Sudusko.New Seabury. the

barn and Mcdonalds Love all. trust a few. do wrong to

none

"When one door closes another door opens." Well,

Sandwich High School Class of 2010, our time has

come and it is a new journey we all started together. I

cannot believe how these years have flown by. Many of

you have been really close to me for so long and the

impact I have had from you, helped make me who I am
today. Mom, Dad and Austin you guys are amazing. You

have always believed that I can do my best and without

you, I would not have made it. The doors closing and I

am ready to enter a new one!

Kenia Rodrigues
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Michael Salyh

"In Soviet Russia. Yearbook Write You!"

Andrew Scalera

2006-2010 Four memorable years Being a part of this

school will always leave me with the best memories
Soccer. Pasta Ds Game Time. Light Em’ Up

.
Chilling at

GP. Going to hockey games. Snowboarding, CWA, Gmas.
Carlin Nights, Sams's beach, Just hanging out. The crew,

Patriots, Celtics. Bruins. Run-around, Mix tapes. Frolfmg.

Victoria, Johnny. Sam, Big D, Carlin and so on Thanks to

everyone that has been by my side My Family and friends

have and will always be people that I can count on Thanks
Mom for everything that you have done for me Best of luck to

the future classes Peace

Daniel Savoy

Emily Scichilone

Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's

end Thanks to Mom, Dad, Drew, Grams, and Papa for

being the best family any one could ask for SHS - the past

four years have been nothing short of amazing. Friends,

teammates, teachers, and coaches, I cannot thank you

enough for your support and guidance. To my classmates -

Be true to yourself & follow your dreams. Live Laugh. Love

1

James Sayer

I can't believe we’re all seniors. It seems like just

yesterday when we were all wandering around the

hallways lost as freshman. As a class, we have

matured, and gotten to know each otherwell. I am
honored to have been a part of the amazing class of

2010 at sandwich high school. I would like to thank my
two wonderful parents, my sister, and all my friends

You guys have made the past four years go by in a

flash, and I cannot say thank you enough.

Congratulations to the class of 201 01

Zachary Scott
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Joseph Semle

Thanks to my parents and brother, who helped me
and supported me. I wouldn’t be where I am without

you.

Kristen Silverman

"It's not the days in your life you'll remember, it's the

memories "Thank you to all of my friends; you know who you

are. for making high school so memorable Thanks for the

good times, the laughs, and the memories Thank you to my
family for always believing in me and helping me through the

toughest times. To all my classmates, follow your dreams
and don't ever give up, you can achieve anything you want to

achieve Good Luck Class of 2010!

Lacey Shiever

“I've learned that people will forget what

you said, people will forget what you did,

but people will never forget how you made
them feel.” -Maya Angelou.

Thanks Mom. Dad, Savannah, and Jessie

for always being there. You've seen me at

my best, my worst, and everywhere in

between but have yet to stop loving me. I

love you all so much! <3

John Simkins

Good times with Andrew, Big D, Johnny C, Sam, Matt C,

Chris. Netta Great memories of soccer, ACL champs,

sportsmanship award. Pasta D's, Playing soccer at the

fields. "What's the D", "Just kickin it. That's the bottom

line," Frolthing with the boys. Desiree. Thank you mom.

dad and Lizzie Love you all

Adam Sholi

Thanks to my family, friends, and the soccer team,

for making high school an enjoyable time. “Solid Babe"

“What's the D” 3xACL champs. South Sectional

Champs.

Victoria Simmons

"Beginnings are scary and endings are sad. but It's

what's in the middle the counts the most* Mom, Dad.

Sarah, Bobby and Paul, thanks for always being there for

me I love you guys! These past four years have gone by

so quickly. Mornings with the 0250 Penta-Fecta, KTC,
IS, bonfires, pep rallies. IS all nighlers. NYC tops,

concerts. Powderpuff. homecomings, dances,

epiphanies, and countless hours in the Green Room To

my friends. I love you! Thanks for making these four

years better than I could have ever imagined Good luck

class of 2010 and remember ‘Wherever you go. go with

atl your heart

'
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Lorissa Slagle Dana Slamin Lauren Snyder

“It is not length of life, but depth of

life." — Ralph Waldo Emerson

Brittany Souke

“I hope your dreams lake you to the corners of your

smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows of

your opportunities, and to the most special places your

heart has ever known “
I would like to thank my mother

for always being there for me, you are my best friend.

Thank you dad for being my hero Thanks to all of my
field hockey girls for showing me the love that other

teams don't have Kels, you’re the best coach in the

world Sunday night sleepovers, apple picking. Vermont.

S+F Alliance, FCS, floatin. Bridge Jumpin, Vandalism,

prom, beach. Thanks Meg. Twinny and Elle, thanks for

the smiles )

Sarah Sparrow

"life is full of many opportunities follow your dreams to

the end to acomplish your goals." these past 4 years

have gone by so fast, coming here has made me mature

so much, i would like to thank the teachers that helped

me so much, mom and dad i want to thank you so much

for always being there for me you have always backed me
up i love you both so much Maddy my best fhend we will

be friends 4eva. Kaarina firmin i will never forget your

obnoxious laugh, catilyn finch & sara we have the best

times ever i’m gona miss you guys and underclassmen

enjoy your last years congrats class of 201 0 !!!

Todd Solari
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Shea Stanley

"Days go by... I can feel 'em flyin' Like a hand out the

window in the wind- The cars go by.. .Yeah it's all we've

been given. So you better start livin' right now 'Cause

days goby...” Keith Urban I want to thank my family for

putting up with me and always being there, I love you. To

my best friends, you are all like sisters to me and I

wouldn't know what to do without you! I hope the class of

20 1 0 looks back on high school with fond memories and

remembers to always live life to the fullest!

Albert Stanton

These past four years have gone bye so fast I have too many people

to thank to say individual names but let me start by thanking all of my
teachers and coaches for helping and guiding me these past couple

years My family Mom. Dad. and John, have given me all of the love

and support I could ever ask for. and truly I can’t thank them

enough Lastly, to my closest friends N 6 .
B L

.
and C W you have

filled my high school career with many laughs and good times and I look

forward to many more I will leave you with a quote from the great

Muhammad Ali. “VICTORY • Champions have it deep inside of them - a

dream, a desire, a vision They have the last minute stamina They

have to be a little faster They have to have the will and the skill But

the will must always be greater than (he skill

'

John Stanton

“The most important single ingredient in the

formula of success is knowing how to get

along with people.
”

-Theodore Roosevelt

A warm thanks to all who helped me along

the way.

Melissa Stocker Ethan Sturm Ellen Sullivan

I have experienced much in my time at this high school. I've

done so many things and met so many people that it is

impossible to fit it all in this statement. I have gotten much
out of my four years here, obtaining knowledge and good

grades like any nerd should, and dull moments in class

providing time to hone my drawing skills 1 must extend my
gratitude to all teachers I have had. with special thanks to

Mr Franke and Ms Simpson I also thank my friends,

particularly my best buds Arthur, Madeline, and Megan for

making sure that my shy self did not spend the whole time

alone in the corner!

I'll never forget the time spent with friends. Playing v-ball.

the trips down Mam St. and wiff Branco you will always be

a caveman to me. Pat. Evan, and Malcolm I just want to

know if you like having your licenses because you're going

to lose them forever Sorry to friends I didn't mention you

know who you are I want to thank my parents and my
coaches for their support I'm going to miss everyone on

the football team, especially the o-line Good luck to

everyone

These past 4 years flew by right in front of my eyes Cve

made some of the best memories here I will never forget

i'll always remember prom, first love experience, mious.

BBC and so much more Mom dad. Meggy & Jaime, you

guys made me become who I am today, ily My best

friends Alexis Chelsea, and Britt thanks for an

unforgettable four years, wouldn t have survived without

you Ashley good luck with senior year! Bob <3 thank

you for everything Kev and Justin Dooley, you guys are

the best friends anyone could have Goodbye SHS. best

wishes to the class of 2010 *l will remember you will

you remember me. don't let your life pass you by. weep
not for the memories

'
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Emily Sullivan

"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around

once in a while, you could miss it.” I can't believe high

school is over! Four years goes by a lot faster than most

people think. Mom, Shannon, Dustin and Trevor, thank you

for everything. To my friends, you know who you are, I would

not have been able to do it without you guys. Good Luck

class of 201 0! We did it! ;) “Don't be afraid to take chances

or fall in love and most of all, live in the moment because

every second you spend angry or upset is a second of

happiness you can never get back."

Sergio Tellez Jaime Tierney Patrick Tierney

Prom 2009
After Prom with DK and AC
Dances with DK
Monday Night RAW
Talking to my friends in the hall

Thank you to my teachers: Ms. Driscoll,

Mr. Shewchuk, Mr, Newton, Ms. Young,

and Mr. Pearsall.

Thanks to the Lunch Ladies for all the good food!

Michael Sullivan
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Emily Travers

"And so we go. . "-DJ McHale Thanks to Mom & Dad for

your support & to Molly for being my best friend. To Lauren

for having recess off with me in 1st grade & Kristen for

laughing at my angry statements. Shea, thanks for

enduring my muttering in English & Amanda for

understanding my love of books To Lugubrious Liz our

chem labs shall be as magnificent as our names To

Anna thanks for the positivity & the adventure runs. And to

Mike for our shenanigans in homeroom, reading changes
lives. Thanks to Emma, the Carolines & my friends at

indoor track for being my inspiration & making me love

running

Sarah Triplett

No vacation, no pay, but life-long friendships along the

way with people who become your family. Thanks for being

amazing SHS! Amy, I love you, you are such an amazing

and caring person, and I am so lucky to have met you.

Thank you for always being there for me and for

brightening my day instantly when I need a lift. Meghan,

you will forever be my sister. To have someone like you in

my life has changed me for the better, and I can't even

begin to say how much you have helped me. Thank you

both for being two of the most important people in my life,

I am proud to call you two my best friends.

William Vrountas

In the words of Bill O'Reilly, "We ll Do It Live'* Thanks to my
family, friends, coach, teammates, and teachers for supporting

me and helping me reach my potential in every aspect of my
high school career Thanks to Mr Frank. Tiberius. Ms Galvin.

Mrs Wallin, and Mr Stanford for making school worth coming
to Good times at Track and XC Great memories with the vets

of freshman English. "Jihad," "Queen Six," 'Shoquafina
"

Glorious times in Galvin's English and Col Stanford's US
history class Lauren Duffy, thanks for the laughs, the smiles,

and keeping me on my toes To all my former teachers, thank

you for tolerating my daily shenanigans it's been fun for me
Best of luck Class of 2010. until we meet again

Benjamin VanEtta

Rachel Tully

I never thought these four years of high school would

ever go by this fast. Thanks to all my friends that

made this high school experience a great one!

Thanks to all the teachers I had throughout the years

for teaching me everything I know today. I want to say

a special thanks to my mom and my dad because you

both supported me on everything I have done. But last

but not least, I want to say thanks to my boyfriend

Chris. I love you.

Trevor Ward

We are finally done' We can now all leave high school and head
to better places to build our future! I am so proud to have gone to

a school where I can call everyone my friend I would love to see
everyone leave the school positive, and to build a positive future

(need to thank Mr Franke. for if you were not there I would have no
clue who I am or where 1 want to go I think it is funny that we are

leaving, because I have become so used to SHS I remember
seeing everyone at the orientation so long ago. now we are all

leaving to go
to future orientations for our colleges or wherever we go I hope
everyone will have a great future GREAT JOB'
Last, but not least t want to direct this quote at everyone, as I

wish you all a grand farewell!

‘You can try the besi you can. If you try the best you can. The best

you can is good enough*- Thom Yorke
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Sometimes the hardest things to say are the things that

really matter SHS has taught me how to be a strong

individual, and to trust yourself Not all kisses are

magical, not all friendships remain forever intact by time

and reality We’re young, we'll keep changing our minds,

and sometimes our hearts When we were only kids, we
hoped for the best, and let go of the rest, when our time

couldn't end. how tall did we stand with the world in our

hands? And even if it seems like the world is crashing on

you, don't let it hold you down Let the fire in your eyes

burn Be who you want to be Laugh
“

Rebecca White

Harrison Waterman Perry WheelockScott Warnica

Robert Whicher Tyler Williams

I leave SHS with a feeling of satisfaction in knowing

that I leave with no regrets, no doubt about who I am,

and never having sacrificed my beliefs for anyone I

exit the doors knowing my life will not be lived in vain,

I will not squander the time I have on this world So to

the people I've gained, to the people I've lost, and to

those of you I never knew -
1 offer you this bit of

advice. Learn to forgive, and always remember To

Know Thyself - Plato

Show me evidence of god and I'll worry about

being guilty of imagined sins.
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Rachel Wisentaner Kimberly Wolfe Michael Yukna

"You're gonna wish these days hadn’t gone by so fast, You

may not know it now, But you're gonna miss this." Mom,
Dad, Joel, Mike, Thank you from the bottom of my heart for

always being there, through it all we never stopped

laughing,! love you guys. Lauren, you’ll always be my
sister. Emmie, I couldn't have asked for a better friend,

nine years and I can still stand you! Sharon, Lauren, Isle

Thanks for everything, you guys made the ride worth

while. Thanks to everyone who, as easy as it is, made me
laugh along the way... you'll always be in my heart. 10/5

nothing could compare. So this is it...
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“Waste no more time talking about great souls and how they should be. Become one yourself!”

Marcus Aurelius Antonius

Dear Class of 2010,

All of those who sat in the stands freshman year watching our disaster of a pirate skit could never have fathomed all of the

great things that would come from the class of 2010. Time has blown by, and the time we have spent together certainly has

changed all of us. Four short years later, here we stand ready to receive our diplomas and make our mark on the wide world

waiting to receive us.

We’ve learned, grown, and matured as a class, and in doing so, we have found the people and made the memories that we
will carry with us for the rest of our lives. Some of you may be pursuing your educations next year, while others will be joining

our nation’s armed forces, and others still will enter the workforce. Yet, no matter where this next year takes you, we hope

that over these past four years you have forged lasting bonds and built a strong foundation of experiences that you can draw

on in all of life’s pursuits.

In the immortal words of Thomas Jefferson, “Friendship is precious, not only in the shade, but in the sunshine of life, and

thanks to a benevolent arrangement the greater part of life is sunshine.” If you take only one thing from your time at

Sandwich High School, take the memories that come most immediately. You will not remember that exam on quadratics

sophomore year or the location of iron on the periodic table but you will remember the relationships you have formed by virtue

of your daily interactions with the people that comprise this class.

While each experience has been different for all, there are many common threads that bind us together. Marshland was
always the place to be on a half day, and the school parking lot was never a place for the faint of heart. Everyone loved

playing badminton in gym class, we all got excited when we shared schedules on the first day of school, and we all took joy

in the first snow day of the year. Jumping off the boardwalk and the opening day at Twin Acres signified the beginning of

summer, while less crowded beaches and blissfully empty streets meant that school was not that far off.

This year does not mark the end, but rather the beginning of a new chapter of our lives. Growing up in a close-knit town like

Sandwich, for many of you, this time of your life will signify the first chance for you to go out and embrace the world outside

of Cape Cod. Take the words of Percy Shelley to heart, and, “Fear not for the future, weep not for the past.” Welcome your

future with open arms, and show the world that Sandwich has more to offer than just beautiful beaches and a funny name.

It has been wonderful to serve as your class officers during our last year of high school. All that we have accomplished would

have been impossible without the guidance and support of our class advisers, Mr. Hill and Mrs. Meara. Thank you for

encouraging us, and letting us pursue our ideas, even if it meant a little more work on your part. With your help, we have

made it through debates over chair covers, long nights wrapping flower pens, and finally, we have arrived at the pinnacle of our

high school experience.

Class of 2010, we hope that these past four years have been memorable, despite the varying experiences we all may have

had. We hope you have learned lessons and developed bonds that will not only stay with you for the rest of your lives, but

also serve as a strong basis for the successes and victories that all of you are destined to accomplish. Best of luck to you

all, for now is the time when you begin the rest of your lives. So get up, get out and show the world what you are made of!

Your Class Officers,

Jack Stanton, Michaela Hennessy, Amanda Condon, Paul Manganella, and Olivia Herndon
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To the Class of 2010

Congratulations to each and every member of our class. We are

proud of your accomplishments at SHS, and we’re confident that

your successes will continue as you begin your journey. You’re

leaving SHS, and while we may not know where all of you are, and

what you are doing, you certainly know where to find us.

We are here for you, as your advisers, whenever you may need us.

We wish you love, laughter, and happiness.

“Wherever you go, go with all your heart.”

Love,

Melissa Meara and Chip Hill

mmeara@sandwich.k12.ma.us
chill@sandwich, k12. ma.us
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Girls Cross Country
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C. Allen, S. Andersen. K. Archambeault, C. Balboni,

G. Barter, S. Bavelocfe, E. Cahill, M. Cahill (C), T. Ciliberto,

J. Curran, N. Daly, K. Dolan, B. Donaghey, D. Drake (C), L.

Duffy, E. Duffy, S. Finocchi, K. Foster, O. Gagnon. A.

Gannett, H. Gonneville. C. Goodrich. W. Hazard. L.

Hofmeir, K. Houlihan. M. Igo, K. lodice, H. Joyce, C.

Kearney (C). E. Leonardi, H. Loonan, S. Lowry. E. Mann.

A. McCracken, R. McMorrow, C. Melillo, S. Miller, O.

Nelson. M. Orth. K. Palmatier, S. Perras, K. Richardson,

M. Robicheau, K. Silverman. S. Sivco, E. Skala, D. Slamin,

A. Smith, K. Souza. S. Stanley, E. Travers, A. Tropea, A.

Webber
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20 Seconds!

D. Allen, D. Branco, J. Bryant, E. Crimmins, C. Demianczyk,

M. Drake, S. Ellis, P. Farrington, Z.Foley, W. Fox, P. Gannett,

R. Gibbons, J. Goins, C. Gerin, M. Higgins, Z. Johnson,

G. Jones, N. Kennedy, S. Koren, J. LeFavor, A. LeFavor,

J. Leonardi, M. Lerch, M. MacDonald, S. MacDonald,

R. Maxim, P. McGrath, D. Murphy, R. Papapietro, N. Polidor,

J. Saucier, Z. Scott, J. Silverman, B. Siranoisian, C. Sprague,

B. Stanton, J. Stanton, Z. Starck, C. Steele, K. Taylor,

C. Tedford, W. Vrountas, C. Warren, J. Wegman, K. Whaples,

A. Wilson

Captains; Jamie Goins, Jason LeFavor, Jack Stanton,

Steve MacDonald

It’s about November

Coach Stephen Infascelli
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K. Aldrich, M. Aluisy, 2 . Amaral, N. Andreotti, G. Arnao, P. Boudrow, T. Branco,

B. Caldeira, P. Catalano, B. Collins, T. Colombo, K. Conena, P. Conrad(C), R. Cook,

E. D'Agistino, T. DeCoste, C. Dintino, B. Downey, J. Fitzgerald, 2
,
Fitzgerald, J. Fitzmaurice,

C. Gallagher, T. Grady, K. Hein, A. Howells, M. Leeman, B. Levangie, S. Marshall,

J. McDonald, S. McGowan, T. McGrath, M. Meyer(C), D. Miller, D. Millhan, J. Morris,

K. Mosher, L. Mullin, A. Munsey, D. Nurse, T. O'Brien, D. Perry(C), N. Piazza(C), T. Regan,

M. Rezendes, D. Savoy, A. Stanton, E. Sturm, T. Tully, D. VanDrimlen
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Season Results

Sandwich

22 Whitman Hanson 7

6 Mashpee 0

8 Barnstable 13

33 Plymouth South 15

28 Falmouth 12

7 New Bedford 8

8 Nauset 23

34 Dennis Yarmouth 42

5 Plymouth North 3

28 Marshfield 10

28 Bishop Feehan 0

Coach: William Luette
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Girls Soccer

Sandwich

8 Martha’s Vineyard

Dartmouth

Plymouth North

Barnstable

Dennis-Yarmouth

Nauset

Dartmouth

Falmouth

Plymouth South

Barnstable

Marshfield

Plymouth North

Dennis-Yarmouth

Nauset

Falmouth

Plymouth South

Martha’s Vineyard

Marshfield

Dedham



A. Anderson, K. Baslik(C),

D. Cassista, M. Cobb,
A. Conway, E. Duerr,

A. Giannakoulis(C),

A. Lizotte, L. Manganella,

M. Morris, L. Noonan,
R. Noonan, S. Pietryka,

M. Reynolds(C), M. Tropp,

C. Wall, A. Whelan,
P. Wilcox(C), E. Wojnar,

T. Wojnar

Coach: Dave DeConto

^O'aoQn*
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Results

Sandwich 2 Barnstable 0

Sandwich 4 Dartmouth 1

Sandwich 1 Marshfield 1

Sandwich 8 Plymmouth North 0

Sandwich 4 Plymouth South 0

Sandwich 7 DYO
Sandwich 1 Nauset 1

Sandwich 2 Falmouth 0

Sandwich 2 Hingham 1
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M. Alvarenga, P. Alvarenga, Z. Cabana,

B. Clabault, N. Cotter, M. Crowley,

J. Doleman, D. Donovan, J. Downes,

B. Downey, D. Evans, K. Greene,

A. Haygood, D. Heras, B. Ing,

D. McKieman (C), A. Scalera (C),

A. Sholi (C), S. Sholi, J. Simkins,

B. VanEtta, R. Walker, K. VanCleef

Coach; Ted Tedeschi
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Record

Sandwich

5 Vineyard 1

3 Marshfield 2

6 Plymouth North 0

3 Barnstable 1

2 Dennis-Yarmouth 2

4 Nauset 0

1 Falmouth 1

6 Plymouth South 0

7 Chatham 0

S. Berg,E. Connolly (C), K. Corey,

G. Davis, C. Diamond, S. Doherty,

E. Doleman, I. Ellis (C), S. Finerty,

E. Gendreau, B. Golden, A. Kangas,

E. Kinchla, J. Meyer, M. Mondou,

J. O’Brien, J. Rae, B. Riedel,

E. Scichilone (C), B. Smith, S. Smith,

B. Souke (C), R. Varjian, M. Webb.

Coach: Kelsy Beaton

The Enemy ’s Misery
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M.CASSITA, D. Co WICK, B. Ganley, M. Harden,
K . Hewins, N. Johnson, S. Kent, P. Long,
C Maul, M. O’Connell, J. Ryan, B. Woods,
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Winter Track

A. Brophy, H. Cutler, N. Daly, E. Duffy, L. Duffy, K. Foster,

M. Gagnon, L. Gauthier, R. German, B. Gomes, H.

Gonneville, L. Hofmeier, M. Johnston, S. Lowry, C. Sutton,

E, Travers(C), M. Travers, M. Tropp, S. Wahle, A. Whelan

“If you fail to prepare, prepare to fail.”

D. Allen, J. Bryant, B. Chanbers, B. Clabault, K. Conena, E. Crimmins, C. Cullotta, H.

Daniels-Koch, T. Davis, C. Demainczyk, M. Diefendorf, B. Diemer, M. Dorado, S.

Ellis(C), R. Gibbons, J. Goins(C), A. Grotevant, C. Guerin, Z. Johnson, G. Jones, S.

Koren, Z. Kremer, A. Lefavor, J. Lefavor(C), S. Macdonald(C), R Mcgrath, A. Millliam,

K. Mosher, D. Murphy, C. O’Brien, R. Papapietro, N. Polidor, D. Regan, T. Regan(C), J.

Silverman, B. Siranosian, Z. Starck, A. Towey, W. Vrountas, C. Warren, J. Webb, J.

Wegman, K. Whaples, D. White

Coach: Steve Infascelli
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Girls Swimming

Coach: Tony Compton

Sherfy Romanowicz

C. Barrigas. E. Bricfeley. T. Bricbley .C. BurEe. H. Cairns. M. Clancy.

E. Crowley, A. Condon(C).F. Davis. M. Duerr. E. Ellis. C. Felicetti.

A. Garrahan. E. Glaser. K. Grady. O. Herndon(C). N. lodice.

T.Jachimowicz. M. Kremer. C. Lazarescu. C. Mathis. S. McBain.

K. McCaffrey. M .McGregor(C).C. McGuire. J. McMahon. M. Montt.

M. 0’Brien(C).R. O'Connell. K. Oliver. J. Richards. G. Ryan.

D. Romanelli. S. Scott. M. Swift. C. Tallia .C. Tavares. R. Titcomb.

R. 'Wallace. A. Wright
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Team Manager: Sarah Triplett
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Girls Basketball
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Sandwich

42 Brockton 71

30 Whitman-Hanson 45

57 Martha’s Vineyard 66

39 Plymouth South 64

37 Duxbury 47

38 Marshfield 60

58 Plymouth South 33

67 Dennis-Yarmouth 19

57 Nauset 49

31 Barnstable 30

26 Falmouth 36

48 Plymouth South 64

51 Whitman-Hanson 57

40 Marshfield 50

41 Barnstable 45

51 Plymouth North 31

61 Dennis-Yarmouth 40

46 Nauset 52

67 Falmouth 69

33 Brockton 65

41 Duxbury 54

40 Martha’s Vineyard 37

K. Antonowicz . A. Buttrick, K. Corey. F.

Davis. S. Doherty. K. Dolan. E. Gendreau.

N. Giles. M. Harden. E. Kent. S. Miller. M.

Webb. A. Weber. Coach: Marty Cosgrove
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Boys Basketball
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J. Fitzmaurice, P. Catalano, D. Green, Ben Downey,

Brendan Downey, B. Hickey, J. Hendy, A. Stanton, J.

Daly, J. Downes, L. Cannon, M. Meyer, J. Ryan.

Manager: Kenia Rodrigues

Coach: Michael O’Brien
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Girls Ice Hockey

Sandwich
4 Franklin 1

0 Hingham 2

7 Martha's Vineyard 0

7 Scituate 2

3 Whitman-Hanson 1

6 Scituate 2

3 Boston Latin Academy 2

5 Marshfield 1

7 Falmouth 2

1 Duxbury 4

3 Barnstable 3

6 Martha's Vineyard 0

2 Barnstable 0

4 Marshfield 0

6 Boston Latin Academy 0

5 Falmouth 3

1 Whitman-Hanson 2

2 Duxbury 2

3 Newton North 0
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Coach: Steve Knoll

Asssistants: Tyler King, Allie

Flynn, Sam Lawrie

C. Alexander, K. Archambeault, K. Casey,

B. Clarkson, M. Congro, C. Conney,

E. Connolly(C), A. Conway, K. Flynn,

K. Flynn, K. Fox, A. Gannett(C), M. Igo,

D. Layo, K. Lescarbeau, K. Levesque,

A. McElhinney, J. Mcmahon, N. Miskovsky,

K. O'Brien
,
M. O'Connel, R. White, P. Wilcox
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Ptieks

D. Branzetti, C. Brubaker (A), M. Cassista (A),

T Colombo, C. Dolan , P Farrington, I. Fluke,

T Flynn (C), N. Qorrasi, N. Kennedy, S. Kent,

A. LaR-oeeo, D LaSorsa, S. Lessard, PLong,
T MacDonald, T Maciel, I. McCombs,
L, McCombs (A), T O’Briei^, P. Oldfield ,

I.Pobertsoiv S. Sholi A. Smith, T Solari,
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00

Sandwich

1 Nauset 3

6 Plymouth South 0

4 Barnstable 5

0 Coyle Cassidy 2

1 Falmouth 3

1 Bridgewater-Raynham 6

2 Marshfield 5

1 Nauset 4

2 Plymouth South 4

4 Falmouth 0

1 Marshfield 3

5 Barnstable 1

2 Plymouth North 1

6 Bourne 0

1 Falmouth 1

3 Plymouth North 1
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125 Barnstable 46

83 B.C. High 95

164 Nauset 70

82 Bishop Stang 98

164 Nantucket 65

98 Nauset 67

164 Barnstable 31

89 Bridgewater-Raynham 63

98 Sacred Heart 43

98 Coyle Cassidy 66

47 Taunton 43

4^ &
G. Berlin, K. Comer, N. Crossmao, C. Crowley,

T. Cuodiff, E. Dcomarl^, B. Dcptula, A. Dropo (C),

P. Gaooett, M. Gruodmao, B. Haoo, R. Hill (C),

T. Kamb, R. Maxim, E. Mcodcs, D. Nurse, C. Ry'ao,

S. Scott, Z. Scott (C), A. Simpsoo, B. Staotoo,

J. Staotoo (C), C. Steele, M. Syl^es, A. Wilsoo

Sandwich

119 Nantucket 67

Coacb: Tony Conyptoo
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Wrestling
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Coaches

Jerome Fay

David Armstrong

Pot Hogan

Mike Metzger

Score Keeper:

Melanie Montt

Team Statistician:

David Husson

M. Aluisy, K. Andersen, J. Cannavo, S. Cordeiro (C),

M. Cunningham, K. Currier, C. Dintino, Z. Foley, C. Gagnon,

J. Giblin (C), S. Hennessy, R. Manasian, N. McDonald,

C. McGrath (C), J. Mohre ,M. Odell, J. Saucier, P. Sparrow,

J. Sullivan, A. Vrountas, D. Watt, K. Wright,
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A. Antoine, E. Cabral, H. Clifford, J. Collins,

P. Corkery, S. Deane, M. Deluca, D. Evans, M. Eemald,

S. Griffin(C), M. Grundman, K. Kaufman, A. Kriehn,

B. Lohr, C. Loud, E. Mason, J. Palmer(C), M. Palmer,

A. Patterson, M. Rose, H. Sadosky (C), R. Tully,

P. Wallace, M. Woodell. Coach: Colette Lohr
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Boys

Lacrosse
Captains: Fernando

Harrington, Tim O’Brien,

Todd Davis, Matt O’Connell

Softball
Captains: Frani Davis,

Nancy Henry

Girls Track
Captains: Anna Gannett,

Liz Duffy
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Girls

Lacrosse
Captains: Elise Kinchla,

Shalynn Doherty, Jen Rae

Baseball
Captains: Brian Ing,

A1 Stanton

MAIN

Boys Track
Captains: Jason Lefavor, Todd

Ellis, Steve MacDonald, Jamie

Goins, Tim Regan
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Editors

Senior Section

Senior Activities

Underclassmen

Sports

Emily Scichilone

Caitlyn McGuire

Stacy Sivco

Teagan Bokanovich

Thank you to the students ofJournalism I, and to all our

volunteer and parent photographers who provided time

and talent for this year’s book.

copyright 2010
by Sandwich High School Lancer

365 Quaker Meetinghouse Road
East Sandwich, Massachusetts 02537
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We’re on our way, too

The Classes

201

1

2012
2013



Juniors
Class of 2011

Class Officers:

- President-

CJ Dolan

-Vice President:

Frannie Davis

-Treasurer:

Alex Grotevant

- Public Relations:

Chris McNamara

Advisers:

Ms. Erin Jodoin

Ms. Nicole Baumgartner

Subrina Ahmad
Charles Allen

Chelsea Allen

Matteo Aluisy

Karl Andersen

Kelli Anderson

Abigail Antoine

J. Antonowicz

Jenna Arnowitt

jonathan Barrett

Ryan Barrette

Tyler Barrette

Jessica Bartel

Amanda Bartram

Matthew Bearup

Trevor Behlman

Catherine Bergeron

Matthew Blackmon

Jeffrey Blanchard

Teagan Bokanovich
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Camille Bovat

Dylan Bowen
Danielle Boyajian

Desiree Bradford

Kevin Bradley

Daniel Branzetti

less Brickley

Christopher Brown

Brianna Brunelli-Hook

Connor Bvrne

Zacharv Cabana

Ashley Calarese

Sara Cannilla

Liam Cannon
Colleen Carroll

Aiko Carter

Kells Casey

Paul Catalano

Adam Christensen

Tavlor Ciliberto

Emma Clancy

Brittany Clarkson

Brooke Clarkson

Shawn Claudio

Heather Clifford

Tom Colombo
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Amy Comlin

Kvler Conena

Megan Congro

Annaleise Conwav
Rvan Cook

Katherine Corey

Paige Corkery

Casey Costello

Nicholas Cotter

Emilv Cullinan

Helen Cutler

Eben D'Agostino

Jack Dalv

Kevin Daly

Nicholas Darzenta

Frances Davis

Tvler Dennis

Chloe Ditommaso
Shalynn Doherty

Christopher Dolan

James Doleman

Ashley Doughertv

Ben Downey
Brandon Downey

Emilv Duerr

Trever Dumas
Alexa Elliott
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Andrew Esborn

Patrick Farrington

John Fitzgerald

Kaitlyn Fitzgerald

Zachary Foley

Brandon Foster

Kelley Fox

William Fox

Randi Gallerani

Reece Garrison

Rylie Garrison

Lucille Gauthier

Emily Ghadban
Ashley Giannakoulis

Rory Gibbons

Kev'in Greene

Alexander Grotevant

Michael Grundman
Joseph Gualtieri

Matthew Hall

Caitlin Hanna
Victoria Hanrahan

Chelsea Gibbs

Olivia Goddard
Nicholas Gorrasi

Timothy Grady

Devin Green
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Robert Hemingway
Philia Henderson

Jill Henry

Crystal Hernandez

Midrael Higgins

Thomas Hineline

Tess Hixon

Luisa Hofmeier

Lindsey Hogan
Ashley Holmes

Mynneka Holmes

Gayin Jones

Sarah Jordan

Hannah Joyce

Amy Kangas

Margot Keil

Emily Kent

Samuel Kent

Autumn Khazeie

Alex Kilker

Elise Kinchla

Thomas King

Alicia Kirby

Oliyia Klenert

Kara Kosinski

Meaghan Koudelka
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Kristen Lambrich

Monica Lanciano

Robert Langan

Alexander Larocco

Domenick Lasorsa

Kevin Laughlin

Matthew Leeman
Lauren Lenk

Joshua Leonardi

Stephen Lessard

Christopher Lilly

Matthew Liset

Patrick Long

Hailey Loonan

Caitlin Loud

Hannah Lowman
Catherine Lynch

Thomas Macdonald

Jasmine Maclnnes-Barker

Rachel Maginnis

Ryan Manasian

Mar\' Manganella

Alexandra Maragozakis

Kenzie McCaffrey

Jacob McCombs
Kellie McCann
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Matthew McKenna
Rvann McMorrow

Christopher McNamara
Kaitlin Meiss

Zain Mian

Ryan Mills

Natasha Miskousky

Margaret Mondou
Melanie Montt

Nicole Moore

Rvan Morin

Juliette Moroney

Justin Morris

Michael McGinty

Sean McGonagle

Scott McGowan
Collin McGrath

Patrick McGrath

Kyle Mosher

Evelyn Mucci

Eric Mueller

Alexander Munsey
Dana Murphv

Elana Neal

Sarah Netto

Jennifer O'Brien



Taylor O'Brien

Mark Odell

Kelly Palmatier

Annie Parsons

Lauren Pavao

Amanda Pederzani

Robert Perkins, Jr.

Blake Petipas

Kevin Phan

Sharon Pietryka

Taylor Poloway

Cody Pratt

Christian Raymond
Jack Renfrew

Kelly Richardson

Rebecca Riedel

Katie Rose Ritchie

Megan Robicheau

Drew Romanelli

Briana Rossomando

Molly Roughan

Lindsey Rutherford

John Rvan

Patrick Santosuosso
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Jonathon Saucier

Matthew Sculos

Alexander Shell

Mariah Silva

Mariah Silva

Benjamin Siranosian

Rebecca Slamin

Bnana Smith

Brvce Smith

Katelvnn Smith

Paul Sparrow

Beau Stanton

Christopher Steele

Chelsea Stenstrom

Colleen Sullivan

Jennifer Sundman
Jake Sweeney

Carly Tefft

Mari Tibbetts

Andrew Towey

Ashley Tropea

Kvana Upchurch

Dvlan VanDnmlen
Rebecca Varjian

Lauren Villa

Robert Walker

Caroline Wall
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Sophomores
Class of 2012

Class Officers;

President- Jordan Debettencourt

VP- Clavton Maul

Treasurer- Olivia Christian

Secretarv'- Madeline Reynolds

Advisers:

Mr. Christopher Dumas
Ms. Candice Hunt

David Allen

Dvlan Allen

Peter Alvarenga

John Amaral

Stephanie Andersen

Alyssa Anderson

Catherine Archambeault

Gradv Arnao

Alexandra Austin

Lindsev Baker

Catherine Balboni

Alyssa Barr

Ciara Barrigas

Grace Barter

Samantha Bavelock

Shannon Beloin

Grady Bergin

Philip Boudrow
Brianna Bourque

James Bousfield
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Daniel Branco

Rachel Brewster

Patrick Brides

Emilv Briggs

Adam Brophv

Aimee Brophv

Krista Brown

James Bryant

Peter Burger

Christopher Burns

John Cannavo

Brendan Carl

Danielle Cassista

Cole Cataneo-Rvan

Ashley Chace

Olivia Christian

Benjamin Clabault

Megan Clancv

Molly Cobb
Mikaela Colameco

Alvssa Buttrick

Alexandra Caggiano

Taylor Cahoon

Brenden Caldeira

Jacob Campbell

Bradford Collins

Kellen Comer
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Erica Corbiere

Timothy Corsini

Johnny Cotter

Gaven Cox

Timothy Cox

Jake Crosby

Nichoiaus Crossman

Christopher Crowley

Thomas Cundiff

Jessica Curran

Teele Currier

Nicole Daly

Hannah Dayies

Grace Dayis

Shawn Deane

Jordan Debettencourt

Thomas Decoste

Victoria Denmat
Courtney Diamond
Michael Diefendorf

Sarah Diemer

Elizalreth Doleman
Dallas Donoyan
Matthew Dorado

Dayid Dougherty

Tyler Dower

Joshua Downes
Harrington Drake

Emma Ellis

Stephanie Esmond
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David Evans

Diana Evans

Jamie Felix

Maranda Fernald

Gioia Ferretti

Caitlyn Finch

Robert Finerty

Samantha Finerty

Sophia Finocchi

Kaarina Firmin

Emma Fitzpatrick

Connor Flannery

Alexandra Flood

Evan Foster

Alexa Franco

Charles Gagnon
Lauren Gallagher

Benjamin Ganley

Paul Gannett

Abigail Garrahan

Mistv Giles

Nicole Gilooly

Erika Glaser

Hannah Gnong
Brianna Golden

Eva Golden
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Bethany Gomes
Thomas Grady

Alana Graves

Danielle Grout

Marv' Grundman

Luke Guillemette

Jared Gustafson

Samantha Hagenstein

Sarah Haggertv

Codv Hamblin

Amelia Hamilton

Peter Hanlon

Gretchen Hanson
Meaghan Harden

Christian Hassler

Daniel Hawkins

Austin Haygood

Kvle Hein

Jason Hendv
Samuel Hennessy

Dino Heras

Joseph Herbaugh

Benjamin Herndon

Jason Hever

Lee Higgins

Brenna Hines

Tara Hoenings

Tvler Holmes

Katelyn Houlihan

Andrew Howells
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Bradford Howes
Michaela Igo

Nicole lodice

Taylor Jackimowicz

Bryan Jenkins

Matthew Johnson

Erin Joska

Isabella Junqueira

Robert Kamb III

Elizabeth Kelly

Connor Lamb
Courtney Langford

Matthew Larson

Dana Layo

Caitlyn Lazarescu

Codv Learv

Chelsev Lehmann

Darvan Lemire

Jill Leonard

Jacob Leonard!

Michael Lerch

Brendan Levangie

Kristen Levesque

Allison Lizotte

Colleen Lyons

Mariah MacKenzie

Jerome MacLeod
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Jacob Macone
Stephanie Maher

Kylie Malloy

Amber Mann
Matthew Mantenfel

Taylor Marshall

Taylor Marshall

Timothy Martin

Justin Martinez

Adam Mason
Emma Masson

Colby Mathis

Clavton Maul

Shannon McBain

Alyssa McCracken

Paul McCusker

Jalen McDonald

Jennifer McDonald
Ashley McElhinney

Ty McGrath

Diana McMahon
Connor McNamara

Thomas Mello

Jessica Meyer

Dennis Mills

Rachel Minghella

Alexis Molina
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Sean Moore

Molly Morris

Catherine Morrison

Lucas Mullin

Quinn Murphy

Liam Naples

Olivia Nelson

Kavlin Nickerson

Rachel Noonan
Timothy O'Brien

Megan O'Connell

Reillv O'Connell

Jacqueline O'Connor

Caitlyn O'Conor

Jonathan O'Grady

Katherine Oliver

Robert Papapietro

Abigail Patterson

Mara Payne

Sarah Perras

Alyssa Perry

Spencer Pietrvka

Alysa Poillucci

Jennifer Pratka

David Regan

Madeline Reynolds
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Jamieson Richards

Joseph Robertson

Kurt Robinson

John Rudowski

Nathaniel Russell

Robert Ruth

Julia Ryder

Mark Santosuosso

Amanda Schmit

Samuel Scott

Shelby Scott

Tatiana Shewchuk

Samer Sholi

Desirae Silva

Elizabeth Simkins

Anastasia Sivco

John Slowey

Katelynn Smith

Kayla Souza

Tvler Spain

Megan Spawn

Jeanne Speroni

Zacharv Sprague

Nicholas St Pierre

Patrick Steemson

Samuel Stella
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Samantha Strauss

Brian Sullivan

Joseph Sullivan

Mvles Sykes

Jennie Taddia

Carli Tallia

Ceara Tavares

Sydney Tedford

Kayla Thierwechter

Rachel Thomas

Rebecca Tompkins

Yigit Topcu

Mikhaela Tropp

Anthony Tullv

Kyle Van Cleef

Zachary Vaughn

Luis Vicente

Shauna Wahle

Rachel Walker

Rose Wallace

Cory Warren

Abigail Weber
Ashley Whelan
Liam White

Emily Wojnar
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Freshmen
Class of 2013

Class Officers:

President-

Alex Vrountas

Vice President

Cassie Andreotti

Treasurer:

Henrv Daniels

Secretary:

Colleen Wick

Adviser;

Ms. Margie Luck

Courtney Alexander

Jennifer Allen

Samantha Anderson

Casandra Andreotti

Nicole Austin

Alexander Baker

Sarah Balkam

Jessica Barnabv

Elizabeth Barrett

Jason Barrette

Riley Barrows

Britnev Bazinet

Joeseph Bazinet

Kelsev Belcher

Elizabeth Bestford

Jonathan Blake

Felicia Blanchard

Melissa Bollin

Bethany Bonneau

Andrew Bourque
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Kiana Bowe
Eve Brickley

Rachel Brown
Drew Buckland

Candice Burke

Matthew Butchard

Hailey Butler

Jakob Byrne

John Byrne

Nathan Cabral

Daunte Caesar

Erin Cahill

Hayli Cairns

Colin Caristi

Paxton Caristi

Mitchell Carolan

Hannah Carrita

Heather Case

Morghan Casino

Ryan Catania

Bryan Chambers

Yao Chen

Lauren Chicco

John Clancv

Alexander Clifford

William Cole

Julie Collins

Stephen Cook
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Caitlin Coonev

Dillon Corte-Real

Kelly Costello

Terese Coulon

Daniel Covvick

Amanda Cox

Scott Crocker

Emily Crowley

Jonathan Cubetus

Cameron Cullotta

Jacob Cummings
Leeanne Cummings
Thomas Cunning

Kyle Currier

Calvin Cutler

Brian Dalv

Henry Daniels-Koch

Sarah Deane

Michael Decoste

Michelle Deluca

Cullan Demianczyk

Evan Denmark
Michael Deptula

Connor Dintino

Shane Dohertv

Kylie Dolan
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David Donahue, Jr.

Nick Dubuque
Bethany Ducharme

Lisa Duerr

Griffin Dunkley

Garrett Esborn

Riley Faherty

Catherine Felicetti

Oliver Fisher

Sarah Fishman

Katherine Flynn

Kvlie Foster

Taryn Gaffney

Olivia Gagnon
Madison Gale Laman

Jacob Ganley

Catherine Gaudet

Erin Gendreau

Rebecca German
John Glynn

Victoria Goddard

Nayree Goler

Hilary Gonneville

Garrett Goodfellovv

Grace Goodfellow

Paige Goulet

Joseph Grogan

Connor Guerin
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Allison Guest

Julia Hamlin

Brian Hann
Kasey Hartv

Tyler Havev

Tyler Hazard

Whitney Hazard

Tori Henry

Andrius Hickey

jaclyn Higgins

Jennifer Hoadley

Kylie Hogan
Colin Hokanson

Janelle Hopkins

Brendan Howes

Bridget Howes
Megan Hughes

Erin Hurley

Nathaniel Johnson

Morgan Johnston

Alexi Jones

Kayla Kaufmann

Brianna Kearney

Shawn Keene

Nicholas Kennedy

Kenneth Kinsella

Shon Koren

Madison Kremer

Adina Lahteine

Sarah Lake
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Chelsea Laughlin

Kelsey Lawrence

Patrick Lawrence

Rebecca Legere

Ryan Lewis

Brianna Lohr

Nicholas Lorino

Sarah Lowrv

Hannah MacDonald

Nicholas MacDonald

Thomas Maciel

Olivia MacLeod
Sarah Mandv
Alicia Mangelson

Zachary Mangelson

Emily Mann
Amanda Mark
Reed Maxim

Catherine Maxwell

Alexis McCauley

Thomas McEntee

Sarah McGee
Jonathan McGonagle

lake McGrath

Catherine McKenna
Megan McMahon
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Kevin McNally

Jessica McVay
Rachel Mehmel

Carly Melillo

Sidney Miller

Adam Millham

Brian Millham

Joseph Millham

Clifford Moen
Jared Morrill

Jonah Morris

Meghan Mosher

Sofia Moustahfid

Shane Mulcahy

Christina Murphv
Christopher Murphv

Shannon Murphv
Dvllan Newman

Alexandra Nobile

Joshua Noonan
Leah Noonan

Mikaela Nye
Christian O'Brien

Connor O'Brien

Katherine O'Brien

Connor O'Learv
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Ryan Oldfield

Joshua Olsen

Katie Owen
Madison Palmer

Jordan Pappalardo

Raschele Patterson

Morgan Pell

Chadwick Petipas

Samantha Petracca

Nicholas Phillips-Burrill

Kelsey Philpott

Nicholas Polidor

Marinna Raucci

Abigail Raymond
Elizabeth Reardon

Guineyere Reilly

Grayson Renfrew

Haley Ries

Vinicius Rodrigues

Adam Roellke

Ariana Romano
Kohl Romeiser

Trevor Romeiser

Madeline Rose

Gabrielle Ryan

Aaron Sadosky

leremv Samoluk

Amanda Seale

John Semle

James Silverman
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Ashley Smith

Stephanie Smith

Ashlev Solari

Chloe Solomon

Victoria Spink

Christopher Sprague

Zachary Starck

Michael Stergis

Terah Strauss

Julia Sullivan

Timothy Sullivan

Chelsea Sutton

Michael Svirsky

Nicholas Swenson

Maranda Swift

Julianne Tatelbaum

Kyle Taylor

Nicole Taylor

Daniel Thiesing

Nicholas Tierney

Alexander Simpson

Jennifer Siranosian

Erin Skala

Daniel Smallidge

Anthony Smith

Kristen Towey

Molly Travers

Danielle Travner

Keelie Turgeon

Joseph Tyo



Kelly Van Cleef

Amanda Vespermann

Emma Vitacco

Alexander Vrountas

Zackerv Wagner

Ryan Ward

David Watt

James Webb
James Wegman
Haley Weller

Kyle Whaples

Kimberly Whicher

Daniel White

Emma White

David Whittle

Colleen Wick

Naomi Wilev

Andrew Wilson

Dvllan Wilson

Theresa Wojnar

Michaela Woodell
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Because Learning

Doesn’t End
at 2:00 P.M.

SHS Clubs and

Organizations



Student Council
A.Anderson, S. Anderson,

C. Andreotti, K. Antonowicz,

C. Balboni, A. Barr, S. Bavelock.

S Beloin, C. Bergeron, E. Bestford,

J. Bousfield, C. Bovat, K. Brown,

A. Buttrick, N. Cabral, A. Caggiano,

L. Cannon, C. Caristi, P. Caristi,

C. Carroll, D. Cassista, T, Ciliberto,

M Congro, E. Corbiere, J. Cornwall,

E Crowley, H. Daniels Koch,

S. Doherty, C.J. Dolan, M. Dorado,

J, Downes, D. Drake, M. Fernald,

G. Ferretti, S. Finocchi, T. Gaffney,

M. Gale Laman, L. Gallagher,

L Gauthier, R. German, C. Gibbs,

N. Gilooly, E. Glaser, G. Golfomitsos,

G. Goodfellow, M. Grundman,

S. Haggerty, B. Hann, K. Hanna,

M. Higgins, R. Hill, B. Hines, K. Hogan,

C. Hokanson, K. Houlihan,

M. Igo, M. Johnston, L. Jones,

B. Kearney, C. Kearney, I. Keijser,

M. Kremer, S. Kristy, C. Laughlin,

C. Lehmann, M. Lerch, K. Levesque, M. Lorino, C. Lyons, N. MacDonald, O. MacLeod, S. Maher, K. Malloy, S. Mandy,

J. Mantenfel, T. Marshall, K. Maxwell, A. McCracken, A McEIhinney, S. McGee, J. McGonagle, A. Millham, M. Montt, C. Morrison,

Q. Murphy, J. Noonan, K. O’Brien, R. O'Connell, K. Palmatier, J. Pasquale, S. Perras, S. Petracca, E. Reardon, J. Samoluk,

J. Silverman, K. Silverman, V. Simmons, B. Siranosian, J. Siranosian, S. Sivco, A. Solari, B. Stanton, C. Sutton, J. Tatelbaum,

K. Towey, A. Vrountas, C. Wick, A. Wilson, G. Young, M. Yukna

Student Advisory Council

Alyssa Perry, Caitlyn Meiss
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DECA
K. Aldrich, S. Berg, N. Burke,

A. Dropo, N. Henry, J. Hopkins,

G. Howell, A. Johnson,

P. Manganella, J. Palmer,

L. Pontes, K. Powers, J Simkins,

B. Souke, S. Stanley, J. Tierney,

T. Ward

Adviser: Ms. C. Clark

PALS
M. Mondou, R. Titcomb,

J. Sundman, R. Hill, M. Cahill,

A. Guerra, PI Manganella,

A. Howells, M. McGee, C. Sullivan,

C. Astrauckas, M. Crossman,

M. Hennessy, E. Corbiere,

K. Hanna, K. Casey, E. Scichilone,

M. Piazza

Adviser: Ms. Martha Martin
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Leadership Team
/I Alvarenga, K. Baslik, M Beatty, J.

Seers, N. Bovat, M> Cahill, A
London, E, Connolly, B DIemer, R
)onaghey, J. Dorado, D Drake, A.

)ropo, E. Duffy. L, Duffy, I Ellis,

S. Gallagher, A. Gannett, C.

Soodrich, K Hanna, F, Harrington,

S. Hayes, M Hennessy, O.

terndon, R. Hill, B> Ing, K. lodice,

Johnson, A. Joubert, K Kearney,

>. Kristy, M. Lehrer, L. Leonardi, K.

.escarbeau, S. MacDonald, A,

/lalcolm, J. Manenfel, L. Martin, C.

/IcGuire, J. McMahon, E. Mendes, K.

/lills, J. Mohre, M. O'Brien, K.

’ayne, C. Peron, K. Powers. J, Rae,

Regan, A Sholi, K. Silverman, V.

Simmons, B Souke, S. Stanley, A
Stanton, E. Travers, S. Triplett, B
fanEtta. M. Yukna.

C. Anderson, A. Antoine, M Bearup,

/I. Beatty, T Behiman, C Bergeron.

Bokanovich, T Brickley, C Brown,

S. Byrne, TCiliberto, E. Clancy, B
Slarkson, B. Clarkson, H, Clifford

Cullinan, K. Dal, F Davis, S.

)oherty. C. Dolan, A. Elliott.

y Esborn, P Farrington, J. Field, J. Fitzgerald, K. Fox, W. Fox, L. Gauthier, A. Glannakoullsk R Gibbons, C. Gibbs, O. Goddard, M Gorrassi, D Green, A. Grotevant, C.

tanna, P Henderson, T. Hixon, G. Jones. H. Joyce, A. Kangas, E. Kinchia, O Klenert, K. Kosinski, M Koudelka, K. Lambrich, A. LaRocco, D Lasorsa, J Leonardi, S.

.essard, P Long, H. Lowman, T. MacDonald, K. McGann, S. McGowan, C. McGrath, C McNamara, K. Meiss, N. Miskovsky, M Mondou, M. Montt, M Odell, K Palmatier,

S. Pietryka, J. Rae. R Riedel, K. Ritchie, D. Romanelli, B Rossamando, J Ryan, M.A. Silva, J L Silva, B Siranoisian, B. Smith, B. Stanton, PI. Stathopoulos, C.

Sullivan, J. Sundaman, J. Sweeney, M Tibbetts, A Towey, A. Tropea, L. Villa, C. Wall, M. Webb, K White, P Wilcox, G. Young.

). Allen, P. Alvarenga, S Anderson, K, Archambeault, A. Barr, G. Barter, G. Bergin, B. Bourque R Brewster, K Brown, L. Budzichowski, A Buttick, A. Caggianok J.

iSannavo, B. Carl, D. Cassista, C Cataneo Ryan, A. Chace, Ol. Christian, B. Clabault, M. Cobb, M, Colameco, B Collins, K. Comer, E. Corbiere, N. Crossman, J Curran,

Currier, N Daly, H Davies, J. DeBettencourt, S. Diemer, S. Esmond, E. Fitzpatrick, P Gannett, A, Garrahan, N. Gilooluy, E. Glaser, B Gomes, M. Grundman.

and Peer Mediation
5. Haggerty, S. Hennessy, B.

Herndon, K. Houlihan. M. Igo, N.

odice, M. Johnson, T. Kieiczewski,

3. Layo, D. Lemire, J. Leonardi, A.

Jzotte, C. Lyons, J. MacLeod, J.

iHacone, S. Maher, T, Marshall. A.

i/IcCracken, J. McDonald. M.

i/lcGee, C. McNamara. Q. Murphy,

3. Nelson. R. O'Connell, M Payne,

3 Perras, M. Reynolds, J.

Richards, D SWilva, S. Sivco, J.

Speroni, K. Stanley. C Travares,

<. Van Cleef, S. Wahle, R.

/Vallace, C, Warren, A. Weber, A.

Afhelan, L. White.
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National Honor Society

M. Beatty, N.Bovat,

M. Cahill, M. Cassista,

A. Condon, E. Connolly,

J. Dorado, D. Drake,

E. Duffy, L. Duffy, S. Ellis,

A. Gannett, M. Hennessy,

R. Hill, B. Ing, D. Kelliher,

S. Kristy, K. Lescarbeau,

S. MacDonald, J. Mantenfel,

L. Martin, M. O’Connell,

K. Powers, J. Rae,

E. Scichilone, Z. Scott,

J. Semle, A. Sholi, K. Silverman,

V. Simmons, A. Stanton, J. Stanton,

E. Travers, S. Triplett

National Art Honor Society

B.AIbrizio, N. Bousquet,

N. Bovat, D. Drake, R. Hill,

S. Jones, I. Keijser,

Z. Kremer, M. Lanciano,

K. Mills, J. Mohre, S. Ramos,

T. Regan, L. Snyder,

P. Tierney, R. Wisentaner
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International Studies
Aluisy, C. Andersen, K. Andersen, A. Anderson, C Andreotti, C. Astrauckas, C Balboni, J. Barnaby, A. Barque, A. Barr, J. Barrette, R. Barrette, T.

iarrette, R. Barrows, K.

iaslik, S. Bavelock, M.

iearup, T. Behiman, A.

ientley, E. Bestford, T.

iokanovich, N. Bousquet, M.

iovat, E. Brickley, D. Briggs,

Briggs, K. Brown, R.

irown, L. Budzichowski, H.

Sutler, A. Buttrick, L. Cannon,

S. Caristi, A, Chambers, M.

Slancy, R Collins, K. Comer,

Condon, A. Conway, E.

Sorbiere, E. Crimmins, L.

Summings, C. Cutler, H.

Sutler, K. Daly, N. Daly, H.

)aniels-Koch, C.

Semianiczyk, E. Denmark, M.

Septula, B. Diemer, S. Diemer,

S.J. Dolan, K. Dolan, J.

Sorado, J. Downes, D. Drake,

/I. Drake, E. Duerr, E. Duffy,

.. Duffy, A. Esborn, G. Esborn, M. Fernald, S. Fishman, Z. Foley, P Fox, W. Fox, M, Gale Laman, A. Gannett, P. Gannett, R. German, O. Goddard, V.

Soddard, A. Grotevant, C. Guerin, R. Guinevere, K. Houlihan, B. Hann, K. Hanna, W. Hazard, J. Hendy, M Hennessy, M. Higgins, R. Hill, B. Hines, J.

amilowski, M. Johnson, R. Johnson, Z. Johnson, A. Jones, G. Jones, S. Jones, M Keil, S. Keren, M. Kremer, C. Laughlin, K. Lawrence, J. Leonardi,

Liset, C. Lyons, M. MacKenzie, J. Macone, S. Mandy, J. Mantenfel, A. Mark, A. Mason, R. Maxim, C. Maxwell, A McElhinney, S. McGee, J.

/IcGonagle, M. McGregor, R. Mehmel, K. Meiss, E. Mendes, A. Millham, J. Mohre, J. Morrill, C. Morrison, D. Murphy, A. Nobile, M. Nye, M. Orth, J.

’asquale, S. Perras, S. Petracca, S. Pietryaka, N. Polidor, E. Reardon, R. Rudy, R. Ruth, M. Salyh, S. Scott, A. Sholi, M. Silva, K. Silverman, K.

Silverman, V. Simmons, B. Siranosian, J. Siranosian, S. Sivco, T. Solari, S. Stanley, J. Stanton, C. Steele, S. Stella, J. Tatelbaum, C. Tedford, P
'ierney, K. Towey, E. Travers, M. Travers, S. Triplett, D. VanDrimlen, E. Vitacco, A. Vrountas, W. Vrountas, S. Wahle, R. Walker, T. Ward, C. Warren,

L Waterman, J. Webb, K. Whaples, D. White, D. Whittle, C. Wick, N. Wiley, A. Wilson, A. Wright, K. Wright, M. Yukna. Adviser: D. Franke

Philosophy Club

J. Barnaby, J. Barrette, R. Barrette, T.

Barrette, R. Brown, E. Cullinan, C.

Cutler, H. Cutler, H. Daniels-Koch, E.

Denmark, M. Deptula, S. Fishman,

R. Garrison, O. Goddard, V Goddard,

C. Guerin, R Henderson, A. Kilker, J.

Leonardi, R. Maginnis, S. Mandy, A.

Mason, K. Mills, N. Polidor, J.

Pratka, R. Ruth, M. Salyh, T.

Shewchuk, M. Silva, B. Siranosian, J.

Siranosian, C. Steele, J. Tatelbaum,

T. Ward, H. Waterman, K. Whaples
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Knights Theater Company

K. Ahern, K. Anderson, C. Andreotti, C. Balboni, S. Balkam, A. Bartram, T. Bokanovich, R. Brewster, A. Caggiano,

S. Canilla, O. Christian, D. Christiani, W. Cole, K. Comer, A. Condon, A. Conway, K. Costin, E. Crimmins, C. Culotta,

J. Curran, B. Daly, B. Diemer, S. Diemer, D. Drank. M. Drake, E. Duerr, L. Duerr, A. Esborn, C. Finch, E. Fitzpatrick,

L. Gallagher, R. Gallerani, V. Goddard, T. Havey, M. Hennessy, R. Hill, B. Hollett, K. Houlihan, M .Keil. L. Lenk,

C. Lyons, J. Macone, S. Maher, K. Malloy, P. Manganella, J. Mantenfel, T. Marshall, R, Maxim, C. McGuire,

C. McNamara, R, Mehmel, K. Mills, R. Minghella, M. Montt, C. Morrison, N. Murphy, Q. Murphy, R. Papapietro,

J. Pasquale, S. Petracca, N. Polidor, S. Ramos, E. Reardon, J. Renfrew, K. Rodrigues, B. Rossomando, M. Silva,

T. Simmons, A. Smith, B. Stanton, C. Steele, C. Sullivan, M. Swenson, J. Tatelbaum, C. Tedford, K. Towey, S. Triplett,

C. Warren, K. Whicher, A. Wilson, A. Wright, M. Yukna
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Amnesty International

T. Dennis, M. Sykes, E. Golden,

J. Pratkin, S. Esmond, T. Kamb,

J. Macone, C. Morrison, T. Currier,

C. Lehmann, M. Mackenzie,

E. Briggs, K. Brown, K. Houlihan,

J. Pasquale, J. Curran, R. Brown,

O. Christian

Adviser: Ms Tara Cardoza

Key Club
A.Kangas, K. Towey, L. Duffy,

E. Duffy, M. Yukna,

E. Scichilone, J. Lefavor,

R. Garrison, A. Towey,

M. Bearup, A. Seale,

M. Sykes, E. Golden,

P. Goulet, A. Khazeie,

A. Ginnakoulis, K. O’Brien,

M. O’Connell, R. O’Connell,

K Silverman, C. McNamara,
D. Trayner, K. Whicher,

H. Clifford, A. Holmes,

W. Vrountas, A. Malcolm,

R. Whicher, G. Ferretti,

A. Raymond, P. Collins,

L. Gauthier, J. Allen, K. Anderson, C. Andreotti, C. Balboni, S. Bavelock, C. Bergeron, E. Bestford, B. Bourque,

R. Brewster, E. Briggs, D. Briggs, L. Budzichowski, L. Cannon, M. Cassista, O. Christian, W. Cole, K. Comer,

E. Corbiere, K. Costello, N. Crossman, J. Curran, T Currier, N. Daly, C. DiTommaso, M. Drake, L. Duerr, D. Evans,

C. Felicetti, K. Foster, T. Gaffney, C. Gaudet, G. Goodfellow, E. Goulet, A. Goulet, M. Grundman, C. Guerin, S. Haggerty,

B. Hann, W. Hazard, J. Henry, J. Higgins, K. Houlihan, E. Hurley, M. Igo, K. lodice, G. Jones, A. Joubert, T. Kamb,

K. Kaufmann, E. Kinchia, K. Kosinskik, M. Kremer, M. Lanciano, C. Laughlin, D Layo, C. Lehmann, L. Lenk,

K. Lescarbeau, H. Loonan, S. Lowry, M. MacKenzie, O. MacLeod, J. Macone, K. Malloy, S. Mandy, A, Mangelson,

K. Maxwell, S. McBain, L. McCauley, A. McElhinney, M. McGee, S. McGee, J. McGonagle, R. McMorrow, C. Melillo,

K. Molloy, J. Morney, C. Morrison, C. Murphy, Q. Murphy, C. O’Conor, S. Perras, J. Rae, D. Romanelli, J. Silverman,

J. Siranoisian, B. Siranosian, S. Sivco, V. Spink, S. Stanley, B. Stanton, A. Stanton, Z. Starck, N. Swenson, M. Swift,

J. Tatelbaum, K. Taylor, M. Travers, E. Travers, A. Vespermann, S. Wahle, C. Wall, P. Wallace, C.Warren, K. White,

D. White, C. Wick, P. Wilcox, G. Young, S. Balkam, C.J. DOIan, Z. Gaudet, L. Jones, A. Lefavor, S. Malcolm
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Outdoor Club
J. Allen, J. Cairns, S. Cannilla, E. Corbiere,

E. Crowley, H. Daniels Koch, B. Ducharme,

C. Finch, O. Fisher, K. Fitzgerald, K. Foster,

O. Goddard, V. Goddard, G. Hanson, P.

Henderson, M. Kremer, R. Legere, M. Lerch,

M. Orth, M. Silva, B. Siranosian, N.

MacDonald.

Adviser: Mr. Christopher Dumas

Roots and Shoots

A. Condon, L. Duffy, S. Scott, C. McGuire,

L. Duffy, E. Travers, M. Travers, S. Murphy,

K. Comer, R. Barrette, C. Finch, K. Firmin,

S. Cannilla, J Mantenfel, M. Yukna, M.

Hennessy, C. Tedford, K. Lawrence, N.

Wiley, B. Kearney

Advisers: Mr. G Newton, Ms. A. Cloutier
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Chorus

K. Ahern, S. Ahmad, C. Andreotti, C. Balboni,

S. Balkam, J. Bartel, P. Bishop, E. Brickley,

A. Carter, M. Clancy, T. Coulon, J. Curran,

A. Esborn, S. Fishman, K. Firmin, K. Franco,

O. Gagnon, E. Gendreau, M. Giles,

V. Goddard, P. Goulet, A. Guerra,

V. Hanrahan, N. Henry, C. Hernandez,

L. Hofmeier, L. Hogan, B. Howes,

K. Johnson, H.Johnson, M. Johnston,

O. Klenert, A. Kirby, C. Kristofferson,

M. Lalonde, C. Lehmann, M. McGregor,

A. Nobile, M. Orth, M. Palmer, A. Parsons,

A. Perry, S. Petracca, K.Philpott, I. Rafiq,

M. Raucci, E. Rindfuss, L. Rutherford, L. Shiever, L. Slagle, A. Solari, J. Sullivan. J. Sundman, M. Silva, D. Silva,

R. Slamin, J. Tatelbaum, R. Tompkins, D. Trayner, K. Van Cleef, L. Villa, M. Wiley, A. Wright, M. Woodell

Conductor; Mr. Anthony Carafone

Style Choir

S. Petracca, H. Cutler, O. Klenert, R.

Gallerani, K Mills, K. Costin, J. Beers, K.

Ahearn, C. Tefft

Conductor: Mr. James Thomas
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Jazz Band

T. Dennis, M. Drake, E. Ellis, S. Ellis, P.D. Gannett, A. Gannett, E. Goulet, G. Jones, J.

Lefavor, L. Martin, S. McGonagle, K. Mills, Z. Scott, B. Siranosian, A. Vespermann, R.

Walker, C. Warren, G. Cox, J. Goins, M. Johnson, L. Petty, D. Whittle.

Conductor: Mr. James Thomas

Concert Band

C. Balboni, J. Barrette, L.

Chicco. D. Cowick, G. Cox,

E. Crimmins, J. Curran, C.

Cutler, H. Cutler, H Daniels-

Koch, M. Drake, E. Ellis, S.

Ellis, A. Esborn, S. Fulton, A
Gannett, C. Gaudet, O.

Goddard, M. Gorrasi. E.

Goulet, T. Hazard, J.

Johnson, G. Jones, M.

Kramer, A. Lefavor, J. Lefavor

M. Liset, R. Papapietro, N.

Pelidor, J. Saucier, S. Scott,

Z. Scott, B. Siranosian, B.

Sullivan, M. Travers, A.

Vesperman, S. Warnica, K.

Whaples, D. Whittle, T.

Barrette, J. Curran, H. Cutler, J. Fields, V. Gregory, S. McGonagle, S.

Mulcahy, M. Kramer, L. Hofmeier, R. Walker.

Conductor: Mr. A. Carafone
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French Club

J. Andersen, R. Barrette, A. Bartram, J.

Curran, N. Daly, L. Henderson,

K. Lescarbeau, O. Nelson,

M. O’Brien

Adviser: Ms. Sue Schmidt

Book Club
S. Sivco, S. Perras, N. Daly, E. Mann, J.

Curran R. Brewster, M. Drake. M. Yukna, C.

Balboni

Adviser; Ms. C. Hunt
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Destination Imagination
R. Thomas, S. Esmond, E. Fitzpatrick.

C. Lyons, A. Lizotte, J. Crosby,

O. Nelson, G. Hanson, R. Brewster,

E. Mann

Gay Straight Alliance
S. Bavelock, O. Goddard, K.

Rodrigues, M. Silva, C. Anderson,

A. Bentley, N. Champagne, S.

Triplett, M. McGregor, J.

Blanchard, R. Rudy, A.

McDonough, V. Gregory, C.

Tedford

Adviser: Ms. Meg Gayton
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SADD
A. Parsons, M. McGrady,

S. Triplett, M. McGregor,

A. Guerra, Z. Fisher, B. Howes,

N. Champage, P. Manganella,

A. McDonagh, J. Blanchard,

Y. Chen, V. Gregory,

S. Bavelock

Adviser; Ms. Sue Coutinho

J. Barrette, M.Bearup,

E. Bestford, T. Bokanovich,

N. Bousquet, R. Cole-Catanio,

A Chambers, W. Cole, P. Collins,

T. Cox, C. Cutler, M. Drake,

A. Esborn, W. Fox, S. Fulton,

J. Giblin, E. Goulet, R. Hill,

S. Jones, A. Kilker, J. Leonard!,

M. Liset, A. Malcolm,

A. McDermott, A. McDonagh,
M. McGinty, M. McGregor,

C. McNamara, M. Murphy,

A. Parsons, N. Polidor, S. Scott,

Z. Scott, J. Tatelbaum, P Tierney,

S. Triplett, K Whaples, A. Wilson

Adviser: Mr. Chip Hill
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‘I Am Who I Choose To Be"
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Carly

Eighteen years:

how did it go by

so fast?

I feel like you

just started

kindergarten. I

am so proud of

you, and admire

howyou have
always put 110%
into your school

work. I never

had to say, “Is

yourhomework
done?”

You have so much to look forward to. Just have a blast!

Love you. Mom.
And I was obviously responsible for all your good looks.

Proud to be your dad.

Love, Mom, Dad, l/l/es, Kevin, Yukon, Rocky, and Duncan

Jake:
The world is about to discover what you revealed to

me in the past eighteen years. You will make a

powerful difference through your gentleness,

kindness, honesty, intelligence, perseverance, and

sense of humor. I am so proud of the man you have

become. Memories of you and your brothers are my
treasures, and I can’t wait to see the future.

/ hope you never lose your sense of wonder

You get your fill to eat but always keep that hunger

May you never take one single breath for granted

God forbid love ever leave you empty handed

I hope you still feel small when you stand by the ocean

Whenever one door closes, I hope one more opens

Promise me you’ll give faith a fighting chance

And when you get the choice to sit it out or dance

I hope you dance

I hope you never fear those mountains in the distance

Never settle for the path of least resistance

Living might mean taking chances but they're worth taking

Loving might be a mistake but it’s worth making

Don ’t let some hell bent heart leave you bitter

when you come close to selling out reconsider

Give the heavens above more than just a passing glance

And when you get the chance to sit it out or dance

I hope you dance
- Lee Ann Womack

Dear Meghan, Meggy, Megoozer

We hope you dance a life of love, laughter, happiness and

success!

With all of our love, pride and joy.

Mom, Dad. Adam, and Evan

Gatsby, Maya, and Comet too!
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Amanda Kriehn - September 1995

Fair Acres Day School

Manda Lou:

Look at you... so grown up.

Soon you will leave the nest.

Remember always to be true to yourself. Follow

your heart, and remain the kind, sensitive girl we
know and love.

We are so proud of you!

... the Cape sand is always in your shoes!

Love, Mom, Dad and Rusty

Brad

You are an incredible

young man! You have

grown strong in the

face of challenges.

You’re a good friend to

those around you, and

you have an awesome
sense of humor, with

random accents that

keep us all laughing!

Strive to be all that God
designed you to be.

You’ve got what it takes

to do great things on

your next adventure!

Much LOVE,
Mom, Meg, Sarah,

Grammy & Grampy

Congratulations Rachel!

What one loves in childhood

stays in the heart forever

We love you sweet girl,

Mom, Michael, and Joel xo

Dear Delaney,

How quickly the years have

flown by. It has been a joy

to watch you grow, and an

even greaterjoy to have

shared so many wonderful

memories.

We can’t wait to see what

the future has in store.

Love, Mom and Dad

Bret

Congratulations

on your graduation!

We are very proud

of you and your

accomplishments. This is

only the beginning !!!

Love,

Mum, Steve, Ryan and

Adam
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Congratulations Evan!

You have worked so hard and deserve all the

wonderful things coming your way.

Thank you for all the joy you always give us.

We are so proud of you every day!

All our love,

Mom, Dad, and Alex

jrr . Be proiufofyour accompCisfiments.

JfavefaitB, worB^fiardanddream (Big

’ '

(Be true toyourse^andBnow we support you.

Congratulations Love, Mom, (DadandJoBn

(Rpumfadthe Bases and “touch them ad!
”

Derek - You are our Sunshine!

We are so proud of you, your accomplishments

at SHS, and the mature young man that you

have become.

We cannot wait to see you continue to blossom

through college, and the rest of your life.

All our love always,

MoM and Dad
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Congratulations Sam!

We are so proud of you.

Go confidently in the direction of your dreams

Live the life you have imagined.

Henry David Thoreau

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Maddie, Blue, and Salsie

XO

Rachel,

Home is where your story began. The pages were

filled with thirteen years ofschool, and we watched

you grow In so many ways!A new chapter will begin

in college this fall, and we know in our hearts that

yourjourney will be amazing. Just like you.

\Ne love you Chi Chi,

Mom, Dad, Brandon & Shelby

Congratulations Trevor!

You did it!

You have taken the first step to the rest|

of your life! We have always been :

proud of you and all you have achieve

More importantly, we have always and

will continue always to love you!

Whatever your dreams and ambitions

may be for the future, we support you

We encourage you to follow

your dreams and your heart.

To always question, and to seek the

answers!

To believe in yourself the way that we

have always done, and do now!

Nothing is impossible, Trevor ! The only limits you face are those you place on yourself !

Don’t limit yourself, Trevor!

Your possibilities are infinite!

As always... We love you more...

Mom, Dad, Josh, Erica, Dylan, Owen, Alicia, Cole, Alyssa & Lukas
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Paige Harry

”1 think we dream so we don't have to be apart for so long. If we're in each other's dreams,

we can be together all the time.” — A. A. Milne (Winnie-the-Pooh)

"If there ever comes a day when we can't be together keep me in your heart. I'll stay there

forever." — A.A Milne (Winnie-the-Pooh)

"Promise me you'll never forget me because if I thought you would I'd never leave."— A. A. Milne (Winnie-the-Pooh)

"How lucky I am to have something that makes saying goodbye so hard."— A. A. Milne (Winnie-the-Pooh)

"Sometimes/ said Pooh, "the smallest things take up the

most room In your heart . — A. A. Milne (Winnie-the-Pooh)

Don't ever stop dreaminglll

With our love and best wishes ...

Your Family
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Ethan

Chelsea,

You have a/ways been such a joy to us, Precious Girl.

You are a beautiful, ambitious, and hardworking young

lady, with all the wonders that life has to offerjust

waiting foryou. Knowing you as we do, Chelsea, you
will succeed In any endeavor that you undertake. Have
fun along the way, honey, and always remember how
much we love you.

Congratulations and God Bless You.

Love, Gramma & Grampa

Congratulations

buddy! We’re all

so proud of the

young man
you’ve become
and look fonA/ard

to watching you

go on to the next

stage of your

life. Thank you

for being the son

and brother that

you are. Always

up front, honest,

respectful, and a

big heart. We all

love you so much I Now is the time to chase your dreams

follow your heart, and become the man that you want to

be. Sky is the limit! Happiness, success, and all that you

want out of life is right in front of you now. Go get it Han!

We love you

Dad, Mom, Alex & Rache
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To accomplish great things, we must not only act,

but also dream, not only plan, but also believe

Congratulations Brittany!

Thank you for being such a wonderful daughter.

We are so proud ofyou !!!!

With all our love - Mom & Dad xoxo

1

j

Anatole France
|
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Chelsea Lynne

It has been an honor

Watching you through the years

Growing from toddler to teen to

Adulthood

I know it hasn’t been easy foryou

You are always in my heart

I am always with you, and I

Love you

You have an exciting road ahead
ofyou now

Possibilities are endless

There is nothing you can’t

accomplish

You are smart, funny, talented,

strong, caring and beautiful.

You will make a difference

in the world

Remember to always have fun

too

!

I will be with you when you leave

the nest

Spread your wings and
JUST FLY III

Butterfly Kisses,

Daddy
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Patch,

May God bless and keep you always

May your wishes all come true

May you always do for others

and let others do for you
May you build a ladder to the stars

and climb on every rung

May you stay forever young
Forever young, forever young

May you stay forever young.

Bob Dylan

Love you to pieces ! Mom, Dad and Caroline

Erin,

If only words could express how truly proud we are of

you. Although people often say that high school is the

best time of your life, it really is just a small portion of

life, with a whole new and exciting world out there,

waiting for you to explore. You have never lost sight of

who you are, what is important, and what you believe

in, and that is something to be very proud of ! We have

enjoyed waching you grow and are excited to continue

to watch that growth in the years to come. Wherever

you go, go with all your heart!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Austin

Ellen so Precious!

Our little Tinkerbell. .

.

Fly high and sprinkle your fairy dust

everywhere!

We love you soooo much -
Mommy Daddy, Meghan, Jaime, Dos,

Chippy and of course Alique

You have brains in your head,

You have feet in your shoes.

You can steer yourself in any direction you

choose.

You know what you know
and you are the one who’ll decide where to go

Dr Seuss

I love you Shea, and am so proud of you.

I am excited for what comes next. Love, Mom
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Paul,

What a wonderful ride you have had during all

your years at SHS. You have aecomplished so

much and touched many lives. We love you more

than you will ever know, and look forward to

watching you grow and become the successful

man we know you will be.

Congratulations Tate Man
Love you More,

Mom, Dad, and Liz

Congratulations Pat !

You have always given us so much happiness - and

we are proud of the young man you’ve become.

We know your future will be as bright

as your spirit and your smile.

We love you very much !

Dad, Mom, Ash, Tom & Eric

Katherine,

Henry David Thoreau said, “Success usually

comes to those who are too busy to be looking for

it.
” You have lived a full, busy life throughout your

high school years, and we are so proud of the

successful young woman you have become. We
are confident that you will be happy as you continue

your enthusiasm for life and your new endeavors.

Our love surrounds you on this new journey.

Love

Mom, Dad and Chris

Congratulations

Jackie !!

May all your dreams come true!

Proud now and forever,

Mom, Dad, Dan and Matt
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TODD

Since the day you were born, you have always brought us great joy and happiness. It has truly been our

pleasure, watching you grow and mature through the years. As you continue on with your life, we hope

you will look back with love and affection every now and again. We love you very much and we will

definitely miss seeing your beautiful smile every day. Congratulations on a job well done!!

Love, Mom, Dad, Grace, Peter and Anne(berg)
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Congratulations

Meghan !

It's hard to believe that it’s time for you to graduate from high

school. Life is like a book of many chapters, and now it’s time

to turn the page to a new one. This is a time for challenges,

excitement, memories, and opportunities. We know that you
will tackle them all with the same determination and
enthusiasm that you have always impressed us with. We are

extremely proud of you and of the choices that you have made.

Your strength, kindness, love and commitment to life, family

and friends have been a true blessing and inspiration. We’re

thankful for your friends, who have kept our house and hearts

full. We can’t wait to experience the next chapters of your life

with you. You are ourjoy and our hero.

We love you!

Mom & Dad

Maria

You have grown into such a beautiful,

intelligent, and good young woman. Our
hearts overflow with love and great pride.

You will always be our "little Maria!”

You’ve got your roots! Spread those wings!

Love you!

Mom, Dad & John

Andrew
It’s been a long journey, with many ups and downs,

but you made it

!

Congratulations !!

Love always.

Mom, Dad and Katelyn

Best wishes to the SHS Class of2010

Lacey Jean,

I hope your dreams take you...

to the corners of your smiles,

to the highest of your hopes,

to the windows ofyour opportunities,

and to the most special places your heart has

ever known.

You are a joy in our lives, and we love you.

Congratulations!

With our love,

Mom and Dad
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My little buttercup

My favorite pick me up

My secret ace in the hole....

Sweet Little Nancy Nicole

Dear Nancy,

We are blessed to have such a wonderful

daughter. You have grown into a strong, beautiful,

intelligent, kind, honest, funny, responsible,

courageous woman. The sky is the limit, so

Fly high, little bird, but come home to your nest

when you can. We will always be here for you, to

help celebrate your victories, accomplishments,

and good fortunes, or to comfort you when you

are hurt. We will love you always.

Sincerely,

Mom and Dad

The Cape Cod Girls of Summer 2008
Always remember... never forget
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Caitlyn -

To our little “Potato

Head"-We are so proud

ofyou! From the day you

were born, you’ve done

everything in yourown
adorable and sweet way.

Your successes have

been driven by your

determination, will,

creativity, and talents;

and we are sure that your

accomplishments will

continue as you move through this next phase of life. You

have always made us laugh, you have touched us with your

caring ways, but even more, you have made us proud!

We love you very much!

Mom, Dad, and Kimberly (and Jack)

Aloha, Samantha.

Goodbye to high school.

Hello to a world of opportunities.

We’re so proud of you.

Congratulations!

Love, Mom, Jon, Ashley, Sophie and Morgan

Elizabeth,

It seems like only yesterday you were going

off to first grade.

Congratulations.

We are so proud of you.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Brendan, and Maeve

Josh,

Congratulations on your graduation! We are so proud

of the man you are growing into. As you move on from

this part of your life, we hope that you challenge

yourself, stay true to yourself, and believe in yourself.

We hope that wherever life leads you, you will

remember that we love you and will always be proud of

you.

Love,

Mom, Anders, Katie, and Jamie
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Jen,

What an amazing young woman you

have become.

You fill our hearts with love and joy, every

day.

Follow your dreams, and know that we will

always be here for you.

Congratulations!

Love, Mom, Dave, Dad, Brian & Callie

Kayla,

Congratulations to our beautiful daughter!

We are so proud of you, and wish you the very best.

Being a “Penney," may you always have good luck,

use common "cents," think great thoughts, and

always shine brightly. We love you I

Mom and Dad

Hannah,

We know you ’ve heard if before

But we couldn’t love you anymore.

We are so proud

We want to shout it loud.

So now you arefree.

To be allyou can be.

Congratulations to you

Love, Mom, Dad & Aaron, too!

Wishing you success in allyou do,

good health & happiness.
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Elizabeth,

Whatever you can do, or dream you can,

begin it. Boldness has genius, power, and
magic in it. Begin it now!

Congratulations. We are so proud of the

young woman you have become.

Love Always,

Mom, Dad, Josh, and Jake

Jack,

May good fortune

be with you

Down every road you roam

And may sunshine

and happiness

Surround you when you’re far

from home
And may you grow to be

proud, dignified, and true

And do unto others

As you would have

done to you

Be courageous and be brave

And in our hearts

you’ll always stay

Forever young.

We are so proud of you!

Love, mom, dad, and Jenny

Congratulations, Kayla!

The world awaits! Wherever you go, go

with all your heart, and always keep

some sand in your shoes.

Love Always,

Dad, Mom, Laura, and Daniel

Congratulations, Brian

We are so proud of you.
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Dear Mike,

Congratulations on your hard work and

commitment. We are so proud of you. Your

future is bright, and filled with endless

choices. Strive for your dreams. Believe in

yourself and what you stand for....Remember

that we will always be there for you.

We are your greatest supporters.

Love Always,

Mom, Dad, and Jess

We are so proud of our

Big Sister

Love,

Jack, Myles, Owen,

Amy, Kelly, and Tango

Chelsea

Michael,

We are all so proud of you, your hard work

and accomplishments.

Thank you for being such a great son and

brother.

Love Always,

Mom, Dad, Kayleigh, and Reilly
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